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Comments from survey respondents on new Eurostar cycle carriage policy 

Do you have any particular comments or personal experience that you wish to tell Eurostar 

about? (Related to their new bike policy and how it would affect you) 

Do you have any particular comments or personal experience that you wish to tell Eurostar 

about? (Related to their new bike policy and how it would affect you) 

We pay a lot to travel on your trains So why make it more difficult for bikers to travel on 

Eurostar cycling is the way forward for saving the planet for our great grand children 

I was intending to travel by Eurostar and then cycle (on my own) in France next year - but if 

their policy changes then I will no longer be able to go! 

"Asking people who will typically be going on a touring holiday by bike to dismantle their 

carefully adjusted mounts is quite ridiculous. 

Pedals are difficult to remove and re-attaching them runs the risk of threading the crank 

rendering the bike useless.  

Without wheels, mudguards usually get broken in transit and if you twist the handlebars we'll 

all spend days twisting them back and forth until they are properly true again.   

This whole idea would be fine if only Eurostar were to use boxes big that were enough. 

Is that so impossible?" 

"Dear Eurostar, the cycling policy should be improved to allow more users to take advantage of 

your great service. Eurostar should be encouraging cycling and cycling holidays at your 

destinations rather than discouraging them, 

Sincerely" 

I was planning a trip to Avignon next summer with 3 friends, riding out from the station. The 

requirement to dismantle and pack our bags would mean looking at driving instead and loss of 

custom for you. I am sure that many others will feel the same. Bikes and trains are natural 

partners, but not if you have to carry a huge bag or box for your bike to and from the station. 

This will stop me using your service. Both when I want to take my bike but also as a point of 

principle - I don't want to do business with a company that disregards sustainable travel in this 

way 

We should all be trying to integrate our transport systems and not put up barriers to keep 

them separate. 

"How can Eurostar claim to be eco friendly with this latest change in policy? 

 



My friends who is a young Mum with 4 kids had a real problem at Lille where she was asked to 

take the wheel off to go through a scanner with no help from staff." 

This policy seems to reflect the general direction of travel of Eurostar, and appears to reflect 

the management's lack of understanding about their value proposition. Eurostar cannot 

compete on price with other modes of transport. It can only convenience, customer service and 

the essential joy of travelling by train. Providing a service for complete bikes is part of this 

value proposition and removing erodes Eurostar's competitive advantage. Once customers like 

me are captured by the airlines' or ferries’ ecosystems we won't return to Eurostar, with or 

without bikes. 

TGVs allow bikes on hooks as do all other French trains. The proposed new Eurostar rule is 

very retrograde and effectively is discriminating against UK cyclists. Such discrimination is 

contrary to EU law. 

It’s not just the pedals and the wheels. Its bags, mudguards in fact anything which makes the 

bike not fit in the box. It could take a long time for rail cycling tourists. Perhaps there should be 

a facility on Eurotunnel instead which means you can get across the channel and then switch to 

other trains which do allow bikes. 

I'm surprised in this day and age that a company like Eurostar would not want to promote 

greener transport. Let alone court the bad publicity this decision is bound to give rise to. 

What a lot of hassle when cycling to and from every other train is currently so convenient, 

quick and easy.  The mess, the time, the tools required all seem like good reasons not to go 

down this route. 

My wife and I travel to France by ferry at least twice a year with our bikes. We'd love to be able 

to do this by train but to disassemble and reassemble our bikes with panniers and luggage 

would simply be too complicated! 

Previously have only taken bikes on the car by ferry, seems with or without the car ferry will be 

the best choice 

I regularly travel to Amsterdam and was looking forward to switching from plane to their 

direct services, so I can easily take my bike with me - if I can't then I shan’t bother switching. 

I would like to be able to take my tandem without disassembly. I expect they accommodate 

skiers. 

My bike has carbon forks - it's dangerous to remove the wheel without a spacer fixed in place. 

This is such a shame. France is such a brilliant country to cycle around. 

I would not consider flying to an European destination. The ferry alternative, Ride on, Ride off 

is fine for northern France but useless for further afield. What will policy be as and when DB's 

long awaited service to Cologne and Frankfurt eventually begins be? The only other 

alternative would be to revert to the pre Eurostar service of sending one's bike as luggage in 

advance to the final destination. This needs of course to have any manned British station as the 

start and return, not the vault below Victoria. 

I would love to travel with my bike to Europe but even current rules are not very convenient. 

Making people dismantle their bikes would be really inconvenient. 



Proposal is totally against policies at national and local level to encourage cycling and use of 

public transport. 

I would rather have to wait for a later train than risk my bike being dismantled by non-experts. 

In addition we have anti-tamper nuts which make the job tricky.  This is a bad idea and I really 

wonder if they DO have under-capacity or if some manager has not thought this through. The 

staff on the ground don’t seem to have a problem 

Where exactly is the bike re-assembly supposed to take place? On the station platform? This 

hasn't been thought through properly. 

I've always been a fan of Eurostar. Trains and bikes seemed to go hand in hand. I don't 

understand this new policy. I guess I'll be giving up my Frequent Traveller card. 

Current policy makes it really easy, the change would make me consider alternative route, 

probably ferry. 

Bad decision Eurostar and completely at odds with popular opinion, health and common sense. 

A big company like yours has a moral obligation to encourage cycling. I would like to see you as 

role models in fostering public health, not hampering it. Cynically it appears that you're more 

interested in profits than public good 

I am actually researching the possibility of doing a 4 week bike tour of France next year but 

would seriously consider not doing it if it meant I have to dismantle and reassemble my bike 

Absurd idea.  Would kill train/bike travel stone dead. 

They didn't allow bike bookings so couldn't be sure my bike would travel on same train. 

"Having to dismantle a bike is one thing. Accessing a freight depot a long walk from departures 

is another, particularly if the bike has already been dismantled. 

It might well be easier to fly, certainly cheaper!" 

What do you mean by disassemble? There was no trouble putting it in a large Decathlon bike 

bag but beyond that, it would not be viable. 

My bike was damaged by an airline, so I won't repeat that experience. I've regularly used trains 

in the UK and abroad with no trouble. Last time I used the ferry, but I would prefer to take 

Eurostar for the speed and location. But no way will I dismantle my bike. I assume Brompton’s 

are OK but how can I carry a box when cycling on one, or a full size bike? 

The main reason I travelled in the past by Eurostar was the simplicity of its travel policies with 

regards to bikes, baggage, etc. when compared to planes. If travelling by rail becomes as 

complicated as travelling by air the shift towards faster and cheaper planes will become the 

travelling choice of many I'm afraid. 

This would move my transport options to ferry-only and then onward rail journeys with SNCF 

or similar. Seems short-sighted option given the ease of wheeling a bike onto a train! 

I would not travel with Eurostar again if this came in and I would be unlikely to go to France 

cycling again. If you are cycle touring with panniers it is impossible to take a box or cycle bag 

with you as you cannot carry it when cycling and if you are touring the likelihood is that you 

end up in a different place to where you started so impossible to 'leave' the bag somewhere to 

collect later.  As many trains in France take bikes fully assembled Eurostar will really be 



shooting themselves in the foot with this one as it will discourage people from using them as 

the mode of transport to get to the continent. 

I've travelled all over Europe on trains with my bike and Eurostar is the most bike unfriendly 

train operator of them all even before this new ruling was suggested. The Board of Eurostar 

are obviously people who've never been on a bike since they were children, if even then. This 

would be, from a business point of view, a daft idea. I will continue to use the ferries who go out 

of their way to encourage cyclists. 

You will surely end up with a clutter of cyclists all trying to assemble their bikes at the arrival 

point. Also one might very well have to disassemble the bike before reaching the station. And 

who provides the boxes? Hanging hooks is so much more practical. 

We are much less likely to travel by Eurostar again if we can't take our bikes.  Especially now 

that we have kids. Dismantling our bikes with kid’s seats would be too inconvenient. 

I took my bike on holiday by plane all the way to the Canary Islands for just Â£30. Check-in was 

easy & I was able to cycle from the airport to my hotel. I am planning a cycling holiday in 

Belgium or Holland. If Eurostar does not reinstate its cycle policy, I will travel by ferry. 

All of France is simple why can’t we keep it the same 

Like 2/3rds on inner London households we don't have a car. We rely on bikes and trains for 

long distance travel and seek support rather than hindrance in this. 

When I travel to Europe with my bike, I usually have panniers and travel bags attached to the 

bike. It would be very inconvenient if I had to dismantle the bike as well as take off the pannier 

bags. 

I will not be using Eurostar again until it reverses its plans to discriminate against cyclists in this 

way 

The direct Eurostar link to the south of France without going via Paris is very attractive but 

flying with the bike is less hassle 

I'm more likely to consider flying or taking a ferry now, depending on where I go in France 

If they provide the bike boxes I don't have a problem with it. But if I have to provide the box, 

how am I meant to cycle with it to the station, and what am I meant to do with the box? 

I've taken my bike on trains within the UK without difficulty or the need to dismantle and box 

it. I don't see why Eurostar are being so difficult about what is really a simple matter. 

"In the past I have chosen to travel Eurostar over flying specifically because of Eurostar's 

excellent, convenient bike service, even though it was more expensive than flying. However 

with a change of policy, Eurostar would no longer be a convenient, or cost effective for bike 

trips, compared to flying. 

 

I also think this is a regressive step, out of touch with year-on-year rises in cycle usage, 

especially in London, and also compared with more advanced and forward-thinking 

approaches to bike rail transport you find in Northern Europe." 



In the past I've hired bikes in France, and used public transport to get there. But I would 

definitely consider taking my own bike with me. I have no idea how to take a bike apart and put 

it back together so I'd never consider using Eurostar if they impose this rule. 

I'm really disappointed in you Eurostar. You should be encouraging sustainable travel. I will use 

a ferry service to get to mainland Europe in future. 

Eurostar. Should encourage bike users as good experiences lead to more use of the route. 

I will definitely try to travel some other way if I can't take my bike with me easily 

I would think twice travelling by Eurostar if I need to dissemble my bike, I rather go by ferry. 

"Inconvenience: yes, very much so. Back to the ferry. 

I THINK IT LONG OVERDUE THAT THE LICENSE BE GI VEN TO SOMEONE ELSE. 

DEUTSCHE BAHN OR THE SWISS (very experienced with bikes and KNOW about SERVICE." 

As a regular Eurostar traveller (Carte Blanche member), I am very disappointed with their 

attitude to cyclists and it would put me off using them in the future. 

Eurostar is an excellent way to travel to the rest of Europe.  I would rather go by train than fly, 

due to carbon emissions. 

I have always promoted Eurostar as a sustainable option for travel and for me this step is a 

backward one and not aligned to claims Eurostar themselves make around sustainability, 

where, at one stage, they took a leadership role in reporting on environmental impact. 

If this does not happen then I hope Eurostar provide a safe area on the platform to do this so 

that luggage can be kept safe whilst I reassemble my bike (In Paris and Brussels you normally 

get given your bike back on the platform as you get off unlike London). Also making sure that a 

good supply of pedal wrenches are available would be a nice touch - it’s a hefty bit of kit to take 

touring with you. 

"The proposal is useless as the bike may be travelling on a different train. As the website says: 

[the bike] may not travel on the same train as you but [...] your baggage will be available to 

collect at your Eurostar destination within 24 hours. That is of no use whatsoever" 

I will probably switch to ferry in future if this change goes ahead 

If you take a bike box on a cycling holiday storage is a big problem and will Eurostar provide 

such facilities? 

This new cycle policy of Eurostar is outrageous particularly so when mainland Europe 

transport operators are introducing vast improvements for the carriage of cycles 

If mudguards have to be removed, putting them back is a very fiddly job. 

I could do it but I wouldn't want to. For time and convenience. If I'm paying to take my bike I 

want it to be convenient for me not Eurostar. I'd carry on using the ferry. 

"A retrograde step and against the spirit of the times.   

And how to travel to St Pancras with the bike in a box? Not easy.  

Furthermore: it is all very well to box a bike when starting on a trip, but what to do with the box 

having arrived at the destination station? Abandon it most likely.  Then what to do for the 



return journey? It is just not practical. I for one would certainly chose another way to cross the 

channel." 

This policy does not add to our global responsibility for sustainable travel.  It penalises those 

who pollute the least 

For some reason my saddle keeps sliding down and I had to take it to a car mechanic to tighten 

up the nuts enough to stop this happening.  I'd be totally unable to move it and if I did I'd never 

get it to stay on safely again without going to a garage for someone with really big tools. 

I would dearly love to take my bike on Eurostar but the existing restrictions are bad enough. 

Bikes on trains should be a walk-on-walk-off service. 

Being female or elderly are not disabilities but do make it less likely that people are able to do 

things like dismantle bikes.  So this is ageist and sexist as well as overtly discriminatory against 

those with disabilities. 

The previous system was fantastic and made it so easy to travel with the bike 

Unfortunate that any company would take such a major step backwards. It's always exciting to 

just take off by bike when arriving in a new city by train. 

The new policy is Discriminatory. I will not be inclined to use Eurostar. 

"I had been thinking about taking the train to the continent with my bike to do a cycle tour, but 

I must say I feel much less inclined to do so, as now as this sounds like hassle I don't need. 

 

I also don't like the approach in general “I think Eurostar is sending the wrong signal about 

being cycle friendly." 

When I travel using a train I am going on holiday and have panniers which stay on the bike until 

I reach the carriage. It will be impossible to carry the bike minus wheels together with carrying 

the wheels and carrying the panniers. 

"I am disabled and this policy would make the bike service *impossible* for me to use alone.  

This is totally unacceptable.   

 

I would rather pay a small premium and be able to take my bike fully assembled.   

 

Eurostar must ensure that its new and refurbished trains are able to carry a large number of 

fully-assembled bikes.  

 

This policy change is actually discriminatory for disabled people and thus, probably illegal 

unless an exemption is given for disabled customers.   

 

Bikes and trains are a match made in heaven.  Please don't make combining bikes and Eurostar 

into a hellish experience!" 



We love travelling by Eurostar and love cycling. The two are compatible, but I couldn't begin to 

dismantle my bike. I'm nearly 70! 

I can't imagine that D-Bahn would ever consider such a retrograde step. 

I love travelling to Europe by train and want to take up cycle touring and had hoped to do this 

by Eurostar as they go to some great destinations and it's so easy to access St Pancras. Sadly it 

seems I'll need to make other arrangements. 

I love Eurostar but I love travelling with assembled bike even more. Be sensible, be inclusive. 

Surprised that the company is not making carrying cycles EASIER in this age where EU 

countries are actively seeking to encourage more people to cycle.  Surprised that Eurostar is 

going backwards on this issue 

These new and ridiculous proposals seem to serve nobody. In the past it worked fairly well. 

Why change the process and make it all but impossible for most people to use Eurostar? Very 

bad marketing! 

I have a 3yr old on a seat, so even if it were possible to dismantle and reassemble the bike 

(would have to take rack and seat off) how would I do this in a busy station while looking after a 

toddler? Child number 2 on the way, I'm buying a work cycles FR8 converted to carry multiple 

children. Dismantling would be even harder. 

A bike box does not save that much space compared to a bike hanging vertically from its wheel. 

Changing the bike rules simply to allow more shopping on the train makes no sense - they 

should be adding an extra carriage instead or redesigning the layout of their trains. 

In these times of terrorist threat, things which are visibly obviously bicycles are preferable to 

opaque boxes. 

Bike boxes also take up space. They're also expensive and turn your mode of easy transport 

into a cumbersome piece of luggage. A huge disincentive to travelling by Eurostar and a large 

step backwards in progressive thinking. 

Yesterday I booked Eurostar to go to Paris and was looking forward to bringing my bike. I may 

have to consider using Velib instead (which I have had problems with before) but I would 

prefer to bring my own bike. My bike unusual and extremely complicated to dismantle, it's just 

not an option. 

I don't have a car so travelling by train and bike is by far my most preferable option. Making it 

very very hard to bring my bike on the Eurostar will mean I will just stay in the UK and not use 

Eurostar 

It is so easy to travel on the rest of the continent with your bike. Please don't cut the UK off 

from cycling in Europe. 

If I wanted to take my bicycle apart I could fly. The whole point of going by rail is that it works. 

Once you open further links it becomes even more likely I'll want to bring a bicycle along. 

I take trains and cycle partly because environmentally it is a good way to travel. It will 

definitely put me off travelling to Europe by Eurostar if I cannot (and I think requiring bike 

boxes is prohibitive) travel by train. 



"For years I used to send my bike ahead to anywhere in Europe as 'advance luggage' or I took it 

on trains/boats going to France. Neither seems to be practical now.  

 

I have three children and the thought of taking five bicycle boxes seems absurd. 

 

Eurostar is in grave danger of damaging its reputation. I say that as someone with a frequent 

traveller card (sans bike)." 

I have cycled around northern France going on French trains to great effect. Would be 

wonderful to be able to add Eurostar especially as there are new destinations becoming 

available. 

Prefer the train but have to take the car and ferry if this policy comes to the fore 

My previous bike experiences with Eurostar were so good. What a great pity to change all that 

I have only used Eurostar once to travel with my bike, but it was fantastic to be able to do so 

fairly straightforwardly. I don't have the skills or the tools to disassemble or reassemble my 

bike safely and without damaging it, so it would not be possible for me to transport my bike in 

this way in future. This is a really disappointing proposal, and a massive step backwards, as well 

as being completely unnecessary. 

Travelling by train with a bike in Germany and Holland earlier this year was an amazing 

experience - lots of spaces for cycle storage, user-friendly design - Eurostar should emulate 

this. 

I disagree with the new policy you are considering. Rethink and forget it otherwise you'll lose 

lots of business. 

It is very inconvenient to do this and removes the advantage of taking Eurostar and then an 

onward train over flying (and boxing the bike) directly to, say, the Alps. 

See above. The rest of the rail network in the UK and France accommodates bikes. This seems 

like a completely retrograde step to me. 

Making people use bike boxes or bike bags will massively reduce the demand for travel from 

cyclists. Please please please rethink this. 

I've stripped cranks attempting to fit pedals before and don't want to do it again! 

"Dear Eurostar, 

I spend much of my holiday time hopping on and off trains and ferries with my bike. When 

compared to other transport operators I rate the Eurostar experience in the lower - middle 

range and always wondered why this is, as in every other facet of service I find Eurostar 

generally outstanding.  

I will not be travelling with Eurostar if expected to disassemble my bike further than I do now. 

If bicycle travel is a growing industry why is a company like Eurostar not embracing it and 

becoming the best in their class. There are other more positive ways for Eurostar to be dealing 

with this growth industry rather than turning away from it." 



I am extremely disappointed that Eurostar have decided to introduce this backward-looking 

policy. We are keen cycle tourists and being able to pick up the bike and ride off has been a 

major selling point of Eurostar to us.   The thought of reassembling our bikes at either end with 

our young baby wailing with impatience means we will have to take the ferry in future. 

During my retirement I plan to do more cycling on the continent using train to get to the traffic 

free areas. Eurostar should be as easy for bikes as other European railways I have used. 

Otherwise I will have to do dangerous cycling into port areas to take the ferry and link to 

railway stations. I don't want to have to take a car to get to the cycling areas. I want to be 

green. 

I cycled in Italy flying in at one location and flying out at another and travelling by train in 

between. It was a massive pain to dismantle and reassemble the bikes and because of flying in 

and out of different locations we had to work out flight boxes in each place so we didn't carry 

them with us for 500 miles. Your new policy makes cycling from A to B so much harder. With 

your new policy without having to arrange boxes in each location no one is ever going to cycle 

from Paris to Brussels for example without having to cycle back 

Daft idea which goes against current trends.  Unnecessary move which will result in a loss of 

business. 

Eurostar Please make it straightforward for bike users to travel with you. Integrated cycle and 

train transport is vital to help keep more and more cars off the roads 

Eurostar pioneered being a carbon neutral and green company.  There is no greener way of 

travelling than bike and train.  What a grave mistake - for business and reputation to make this 

so much harder. 

"This would make me significantly more likely to rent a car or fly, when my preference is always 

to take the train. 

I've never ever wanted to take more 'shopping' with me instead of a bicycle." 

The need to disassemble is a huge deterrent to future Eurostar use when cycling. 

Absolutely absurd and oddly enough I was planning a cycling trip to Europe and will now use 

other transport.  Fortunately I have the flexibility to do that. 

Since Eurostar reduced the maximum luggage size in order effectively to rule out taking a bike 

in a bike bag onto the train as luggage, I have only crossed the Channel with my bike by ferry. If 

they bring in the new proposed policy, I can confidently say that I will never travel with my bike 

on Eurostar again, and I know many others who would be unlikely to. 

We travelled to the Hook of Holland by ferry. It was convenient and trouble free. My choice 

every time over taking my bike to bits you must be mad 

I took my bike to Paris once on the Eurostar and it was very convenient. It would be a real 

shame to lose that service. 

Surely bike passengers are a growing market for ES. Why complicate matters? 

I have 3 children, the idea of dismantling their bikes as well is a nightmare. Then, what do you 

do with boxes when in France 'cos you'll need them to come home? 



When I travelled by Eurostar the previous time my bike appeared to be a less bulky item that 

the large numbers of suitcases that some passengers had. Ultimately though Eurostar is not a 

monopoly carrier to France and they need to stop behaving as if they are one. It is a 

commercial business and needs to recognise I have a choice on how to travel. If their service 

offering doesn't provide what I need and want I'll spend my money elsewhere. Taken to 

extremes perhaps Eurostar should ask all passengers to package their hold luggage into 

standard size boxes to make loading easier. 

If I had to dismantle it, I'd just fly - it's probably cheaper. 

European trains take bikes with no problems on most, if not all, of their trains.  Roll on roll off - 

no need to take wheels off!!! 

I don't drive and limit flying. This change would make it impossible to take my bike on holiday 

other than by ferry. I cannot dismantle my bike (and can't see why i should), and also do not see 

how I could carry a bike bag around when cycle touring  - it would take up as much room as my 

current panniers. 

That is a ridiculous requirement. It will only encourage me to avoid using Eurostar. Unless 

that's the aim! 

A the sole provider of fast train transport to continental Europe you have an obligation to 

provide a service to different users. People that carries bicycles may do so for leisure or for 

reaching work destinations, in either case they are contributing to a more sustainable mode of 

transport which I believe you are also trying to champion 

"It seems a pretence to appear to be green. This is not encouraging people to leave their cars 

behind in favour of the train. 

Currently it is so easy to travel with your bike and enjoy the amazing French countryside." 

Don't be so stupid 

Smooth modal integration is extremely important 

I invariably use the ferry and French regional railways (not TGV) because disassembling & 

assembling is such a nuisance. 

Eurostar is not an airline and it should stop trying to be one. 

Please make it possible to travel easily with a bicycle. 

I travel with my bike by train on the Caledonian sleeper to Scotland. I do this because I can pre-

book my bike into the carriage space and it's all ready to ride when I reach my destination. It's 

simple and convenient. I've considered going to France via Eurostar by bike, but will travel by 

ferry if it's not easy. Cyclists for the most want to travel in the most eco-friendly way possible 

and that's by train. Don't alienate a growing community of train travellers. 

Very silly and unreasonable request from Eurostar..I hope they will see sense ! 

This would see one group of regular travellers switch to ferries 

I can carry my bike free on British trains e.g. Virgin or Southern without taking it to bits and I 

know sometimes I must reserve a place. I expect the same from Eurostar. 



The system of being able to ride to the station, either Paddington or Gare Du Nord drop the 

bike and pick it up at the other end, and ride off, was the best arrangement.  As I will not be able 

to do this in future I will not use Eurostar in future 

My previous trip to Paris went smoothly. Bikes arrived with us so just rode away from the 

station. Now it becomes an ordeal for no real reason. I understand the need on an airplane but 

not on a train. Every other train experience both in the UK and Europe has not required me to 

dismantle my bike. 

"Absurd policy. 

However, this survey is totally misguided in concentrating on the ability to dismantle a bike. 

The issue is about making it easy to take a bike on a train and developing integrated transport 

systems." 

I have cycled in Europe often and had heard that it was possible to go by Eurostar. I hope to 

experience the ease of arriving in Brussels or Paris and cycle away promptly. 

We should be encouraging cycling and not making it more difficult to travel.  Eurostar is 

already expensive, and this initiative will make it even more unattractive compared to flying. 

We took our bikes on a TGV when we had to put them in a bag. Never again! We wasted 2 

hours in Tours station putting them back together again. My friend once tried taking his pedals 

off to pack his bike for posting. They can't be taken off. 

Please Eurostar, sort it out! I'd more than likely buy a couple of extra tickets a year if I could 

take my bike in a sensible way and I'm sure I'm not the only one. I'd happily pay a little bit extra 

too. As far as I can see you're missing out on business and it would make many folk happy. 

I found it more convenient to travel by ferry with my bike even under old system. This would 

totally rule it out. 

I would like to visit friends in Europe mainland taking my bike with me. To do so I cannot 

dismantle it. I have looked into Eurostar and ferries. I would be very disappointed if Eurostar 

don't allow bikes on. If this is so I will not use Eurostar. 

"I can easily fit my bike into my car without any dismantling so that's how I would take it to 

France. Wouldn't even bother to consider Eurostar.  

 

Also why do train operators make such a fuss about carrying bicycles? Trains once had baggage 

vans for large objects. Sadly no longer." 

I much prefer train travel BUT you will lose my business 

"Questionnaire for Eurostar: 

Was this decision motivated by 1. hatred of cyclists? or 2. hatred of green politics? or 3. sheer 

bloody mindedness?" 

Please keep a cycle friendly policy as this promotes healthy living and reduces our carbon 

footprint. 

If it was less of a fuss to take my bicycle on Eurostar, I wouldn't take the ferry 



You are reducing one of the Unique Selling Points of train travel - it's easy to take a bike. 

"Eurostar was a great option for cycle touring without the need for a bike box by plane or 

choosing a different route by ferry. 

 

It left us choosing France over Italy last year" 

Please don't do it. France is a great cycling country, the English are catching up, we need to be 

progressive and encourage more cycling, and it’s healthy, free, environmentally friendly makes 

the roads emptier, cleaner and quieter. From your POV I suspect you'll lose customers with 

bikes, they'll take the ferry 

"Eurostar has gone dramatically backwards on bikes a few years ago, and in a messy fashion. 

For example, first time i took the bike, i was only told as i was literally putting it into the bag to 

take through security (i bike to the station), and then in Brussels luckily checked with the 

Eurostar security guy before leaving the secure area, otherwise i'd had to go find it somewhere 

(who knows where) in the brussels station.  

It's a serious inconvenience to put it mildly, in addition to making you nervous about actually 

getting your bike back (and in what state). It brings Eurostar down to the quality level of flying, 

in other words, you might as well fly (and i do)." 

I am a regular Eurostar passenger, who is often in Paris. The city has become very cycle-

friendly and I would like to start taking my bike on my journeys to Paris in future. 

It was just about the worst travelling experience of my life! There was nowhere I could park my 

bagged bike on the train - I had to lug it around until I found a semi-acceptable place - then I 

had to lug it around when I changed trains and fight for another place to put it. Never again 

thanks! 

Seems such a backwards step. The company need to think about how they can improve 

customer experience not hamper it. 

The current system works and should be retained. 

This change would almost certainly make me chose another route for getting to France. 

We go to France almost every year and usually go by Eurostar but this would mean seeking 

other options. 

See above. Current system was great. Bikes on planes are terrible, and I won’t do that again. 

The ferry is the way forward if this policy changes, but it doesn’t go from Central London. This 

policy would adversely affect the London cycling community (not to mention the European 

cyclists who want to bring bikes here!). Please don’t make this regressive change. I used to use 

Eurostar as an example of what all British trains should be like.... 

I also read before that they cannot guarantee that the Bike will be on the same train as you. I 

find this a major hindrance too 

My bike is old and oily and would make hands etc. messy.  There ought to be a sensible way of 

constructing bike racks 

My business, both with and without my bike, would go elsewhere. 



I am a big fan of Eurostar. Use it whenever I can. This is a very short-sighted, unnecessarily 

unfriendly step and will damage Eurostar's reputation as an eco-way to travel. 

See above.  NICE trains in Europe also insist on carrying bikes only if in a bag.  Eurostar will 

probably point this out, so we need a campaign about this too.  Almost certainly there will be 

groups in Germany who would join it. 

Just don't do it. Not having to pack my bike down is a huge benefit relative to flying. And, it 

makes cyclotouring (with no luggage) basically impossible. 

I don't have a car, and I don't have a driving license. My bike is my primary means of transport. 

The Eurostar should be a simple and easy way for me to access Europe, but having to take 

apart my bike to get it onto Eurostar would make that trip far far less likely. 

I've had to get help dismantling & reassembling a bike for air travel before and found it a 

nightmare. I cycle regularly in France but would not take my bike on a train if I had to do this. I 

would no doubt end up going by car instead. 

Won't travel on Eurostar if I have to dismantle bike. 

I've cycled extensively in Europe, and always found Eurostar to be a great way of crossing the 

channel from city to city. I love the service you currently offer cyclists, and think it would be a 

real shame if we were no longer able to use your routes as conveniently as car or foot 

passengers. 

I wouldn't travel by Eurostar if they required me to collapse my bike for the couple of hours 

that I was on the train. It seems unnecessary 

While I can dismantle my bike (and do so for flights), the requirement to do this for the train is a 

huge game-changer, because it then suddenly becomes impossible to ride to/from the station 

at either end, and requires  planning/extra tools/extra time to travel. This completely changes 

the prospect and the likelihood of using Eurostar to travel. It's a train, it should be like other 

trains not like flights! 

"Taking bits off a safe bike is fairly easy. 

Mis-assembly, by non-technically minded riders, carries a serious risk of putting them on to a 

potentially un-safe bicycle." 

A lot of people use the train as it is more environmentally friendly compared to plane. 

Encouraging, rather than discouraging taking bikes reinforces this. 

Hooks are the best way to go - way the change? Duh! 

The possibility of travelling by bike train - both greener, safer, and more pleasurable options 

than driving - will discourage more and more people from using their cars. This has to be better 

for the environment, for people's health, and for Eurostar! Eurostar has done us all a massive 

service by encouraging travel through Europe without cars, and making it harder for cyclists to 

use their service is a massively retrograde move, quite out of step with the way things are 

changing elsewhere, and the way way many, many people want things to go. 

Be part of a transport soloution - stop creating barriers! 

What do I do with the box in Paris? I can't possible take it with me so unless there was secure 

storage - no travelling with bike on Eurostar 



I have looked into booking previously but have never done so because of Eurostar’s' already 

difficult and expensive bike booking system, we have used the car to carry bikes instead.   It 

seems ridiculous to make it even more difficult for people to take their bikes to Europe. 

Eurostar should be encouraging this not making it more difficult 

My wife has a degenerative joint condition which makes it impossible for her to use tools like 

spanners. While I know staff will be available at either end, I also know that they will be 

difficult to find and will be given other tasks. We face a wait of perhaps half an hour at each 

end! 

I completely agree that it's a retrograde step, and completely out of step with government and 

community attitudes and needs about cycling and its benefits to health and the environment. 

Eurostar should be working on how to increase their service for people who ride bikes and 

want to holiday with and on a bike - its good business sense in growing market and climate of 

greater corporate social responsibility. 

Bad policy.  What is one expected to do with the box on arrival in France?  And then, how does 

one obtain a new box for the return journey? This policy effectively bans bicycles from the 

Eurostar. 

This new policy is daft, and anti-social. 

Most airlines used to have a similar policy and I believe they no longer do. I wonder if the same 

policy would be applied to wheelchair and buggy users. Why select bikes for this ridiculous 

treatment? 

When I am travelling with my bike I just want complete the journey (ride it to the station, put it 

on the train, get it off at the other end and ride away). I’m on holiday, making a journey, not 

doing a bike service in my workshop. A bike is a machine, you cannot just take it apart and 

reassemble in an uncontrolled environment and expect it to work again without some, 

potentially time consuming, adjustment, which maybe requires specific tooling. I won’t be 

carrying my workshop tools on holiday. Eurostar should be enabling and encouraging more 

sustainable journeys by bike-train-bike and not discouraging it by this horrendous 

requirement to take a complex machine apart and rebuild it part way through a journey. 

I am a carte blanche holder; I travel regularly and like the service.  But if you refuse to carry 

bikes unless disassembled, I cannot use Eurostar in future to travel by bike. 

I was going to Paris by Eurostar in December with my bike and then cycling through Paris then 

south to visit friends...I will now go by ferry!!! And normal train from Calais 

Cycling should be encouraged and made more convenient when using trains. 

This is quite frankly a ridiculous decision. You'll be making more space for cyclists when 

cyclists will choose not to travel with you, thus rendering it a void and redundant space. 

Quite simply I would be unable to use the most comfortable efficient form of transport to so 

many useful European destinations. 

In future we would be travelling as a family of 4 so it would be extremely inconvenient to 

dismantle 4 bikes and reassemble them at the destination. 

I travel with a tandem that belongs to my disabled friend. If you make it more difficult for us to 

travel with the tandem you will effectively be depriving her of her ability to travel. 



I have been very proud of Eurostar's record with bikes, and recommended it to friends. I would 

be sad to see this disappear 

If I was travelling for pleasure, rather work, is would definitely use a ferry so I could take the 

bike. 

Please let me explore France on bike! I'm planning to do that and was planning to take 

Eurostar! 

I have used a ferry with my bike in the past, and found it quite convenient. 

"Here is a question you may wish to pose to Eurostar:- 

Would you be prepared to refund in full the fare, cycle space and seat bookings lost by my 

missing a connecting service because I had to rebuild my bike in order to take it to the 

connecting service?" 

Cycling should be encouraged. 

I would prefer to travel by train that drive for shorter trips but the new bike policy just makes it 

more difficult. If I have to dismantle I might as well fly. 

Taking Eurostar to France with my bike was amazing in the past -- the perfect pairing! -- But 

the new restrictions will force me to take another form of transport. 

My husband and I have been waiting for Eurostar to IMPROVE facilities for cyclists. Local 

trains in France have much better facilities and attitude towards cyclists than Eurostar. We will 

continue to use the ferry and local trains - a great pity. 

It's a terrible policy. I used to travel at least annually but I'll be taking the ferry now instead 

I thought companies were supposed to be encouraging environmentally friendly travel.  

Eurostar are taking a backward step here. 

Cycling in France, is an ambition, to cycle straight to St Pancras then shortly be doing the great 

climbs of the Tour De France ... please make this as easy as possible 

"We really need to know the exact implications of the policy. 

1. How much extra time will be required to report to the packaging location, prepare the bike 

and then return to take up the seat on the train? 

2. How much extra time will be required to retrieve the bike at the end of the journey? 

3. What exactly will be the location for the preparation of the bike at the departure station?  

Will it be inside the waiting area, or beside the storage area in the train, or at some location 

remote from the platforms?   I seem to remember that the location for handing in bikes at Gare 

du Nord was some distance and poorly signposted from the platform barriers. 

4. Will cyclists be required to carry the boxes to the train and will there be trolleys available for 

this (there was a significant shortage of trolleys last time I was at Gare du Nord on departure. 

And walking the length of a Eurostar train even carrying a folded and bagged folding bike can 

be very challenging. Let alone a real bike with attendant touring baggage in a box. 



5. Exactly what assistance will be available to deal with any issues arising from failed attempts 

to disassemble at one end and reassemble at the other end? Not every user will be adept at 

whipping off pedals and turning handle bars. 

6. What equipment (tools) will be made available for the modifications needed.  Pedal spanners 

have to be large and heavy and items touring bikers may not wish to be loaded down with if it’s 

only to get onto the train" 

Have travelled to France by ferry specifically because of Eurostar restrictive policies about 

carrying bikes. Would definitely go by Eurostar if I could just take the bike on the train, as per 

domestic train services in UK and France 

If I had to dismantle my bike then I would have to make sure that it's safely packed to prevent 

damage causing much inconvenience. 

They should provide a space, tools and boxes. Or preferably leave bikes whole. 

Taking a bike into Europe is one of the best ways to travel. With Eurostar’s extended routes I'd 

become excited that so much of France was within easy reach. This retrograde step will mean 

that I'll take my car and will not use Eurostar 

Asked many years ago and was told bike has to go in bike bag. Dear Eurostar, please stop trying 

to be a plane! Can we have LESS restrictions rather than more, please?  Train/bike touring is 

such a pleasure, but re-assembly of a dismantled bike is impossible for an old woman like me - I 

would not trust myself to get the breaks and gears back to complete safety, for example.  Go 

on, Eurostar, up your green credentials, earn sustainability points, and make life easy for 

cyclists! 

I am horrified by this proposal for a retrograde step.  We are planning to cycle in France within 

the next 6 months and would definitely not use Eurostar if it meant dismantling the bike. 

"This clearly has a disproportionate impact on people with disabilities, so is illegal under the 

equality act. 

My bicycle is my mobility aid." 

I am a Eurostar customer and want to be able to take my bike to France, Holland and Belgium 

in the future. 

Will not use Eurostar at all until this ridiculous policy is backpedalled on! 

I have cycled through Spain to the south of Portugal twice before via ferry from Portsmouth to 

Santander. I am going again next August but was planning to cycle from Paris. These new 

regulations would keep me using ferries 

I don't think Eurostar want bikes. They prefer to sell seats. 

Make taking a bike easy and convenient as taking any other luggage. 

Took bike some years ago in a bike bag but luggage section was not really big enough. 

Why are Eurostar making it more difficult to travel by bike when most operators in Europe are 

improving their support to cyclists? 

Please reverse this archaic and anti-cycling policy 



Have you looked at alternative bicycle hanging or racking designs? Are you encouraging the 

use of folding bicycles? 

Travel by plane would require the bike to be dismantled the same way 

This is a really sad decision 

I don't think there is any need to change the way bikes were stored on the Eurostar. It is 

sensible and encouraged cycling.  I would not use the Eurostar as regularly if I had to start 

dismantling my bike and I am disappointed that Eurostar is trying to make changes to make it 

harder for cyclists rather than easier (as is the direction most rail companies are moving in). It's 

very backwards. 

I'm 65 yrs. old and love cycling in France and go every year. I would prefer to go via ferry if I 

had to dismantle my bike.  I had to dismantle the bike on the TVG and store the bike flat in the 

luggage centre and broke the mudguard 

This policy would negate the very reason for taking the bike on the train. Dismantling the bike 

would be so inconvenient and time-consuming that I would probably get a plane instead - 

especially as your prices aren't that cheap - which is a shame as I’m keen to do the 'right thing' 

for the environment.  Also, I would not trust Eurostar staff to touch my bike! 

This policy will make me travel via ferry instead. I will also avoid France and instead have my 

future cycling holidays in the Netherlands, Germany, Denmark, Sweden and Finland. 

Travelling with bike on Eurostar has been amazing, it would be sad not to be able to do this 

anymore. 

I have transported my bike by Eurostar numerous times and chosen it over flying because it is 

so much easier. I would no longer make this choice if I had to dismantle my bike to travel by 

Eurostar 

The rolling stock excuse doesn't wash. Similar trains run by DB have bike space and in any case 

could remove some seats to create bike space. I will now fly if taking bike as reason not to have 

gone. 

Bicycle is a common method of transport in an advanced society, for Eurostar to ask cyclist to 

dismantle their bikes to carry onto the train is just laughable when they can carry cars 

The problem I would have is the fact that expensive bikes  (such as the type required for 

specific riding styles) are not highly compatible to being taken apart and put back together 

again on such regular journeys, for example:- using a bicycle for traveling to and from work via 

Euro Star... I have had a position that required me to travel back and forth to Paris for my daily 

commute, with a cycle ride once off the train... This choice of dismantling my bike would most 

definitely make me look for other more compatible and suitable means of travel to and from 

work. 

I would hope that any move to save space in the bike section would be to create more space, 

drop the costs and encourage more cyclists to travel via Eurostar to experience cycle tourism 

on the continent (or in the UK). Seems like the drive for profit has made cyclists unnecessary to 

the Eurostar business model. 



I really like Eurostar and look forward to my trips on it. It is a fantastic, quick service and really 

key for making longer train journeys possible, and not take prohibitively long. I hope you 

reconsider and retain your current policy, or even increase your provision for cyclists. 

This new rule seems to discourage people to travel with their bike between UK and mainland 

Europe. 

I think the important thing is how many bikes can be taken on the train. 

I love travelling to Europe by Eurostar - it is a pleasant and environmentally friendly way to 

travel.  Eurostar should be working in partnership with cyclists and not imposing obstacles.  

Cycling is only getting more and more popular and it would be a mistake by Eurostar to turn 

cyclists against its services rather than work together with potential travellers.  Please make it 

easy and clear how to take bikes on the Eurostar! 

The ability to take my bicycle has been my primary reason for choosing Eurostar on most of my 

journeys 

Eurostar is an environmentally sound way to travel to Europe for an environmentally sound 

holiday. Why stop people doing that? 

Having had to once take my bike by plane I won't do it again. Will have to be ferry next time if 

this new Eurostar policy is brought in. 

Eurostar should be trying to make it easier for cyclists to travel with their bikes not making it 

more difficult! 

It's a serious pain to have to dismantle your bike - I can DO it but that doesn't mean I like doing 

it or that I don't mind doing it: I DO mind- it's a timewasting pain!! This a regressive, 

discriminatory policy that could and will put very many people off. I urge Eurostar to rethink 

this unwelcome policy and to help make active travel as attractive, accessible and practical as it 

(very) easily can be. 

Train companies should be encouraging people to bring and use sustainable transport 

providers of major sea crossings like Eurostar should be promoting and encouraging cycling as 

the healthy transport option of the future; NOT making it more difficult to take our bikes 

across. 

I've heard that the previous policy that your bike may not arrive on the same train as you has 

put me off using Eurostar for cycling trips in the past. This is a step backwards and complicates 

things more. 

This decision by Eurostar is a retrograde step and flies in the face of green policies which have 

been adopted by other transport systems 

I am very unhappy about Eurostar's current policy i.e. not allowing bikes to travel for free in 

the same train as their owner. I heard that Eurostar could be open to future competition i.e. a 

German competitor. I cannot wait for this to happen as I am sure the German will have a more 

bicycle friendly policy. 

This is a regressive step, when Eurostar should be doing all it can to encourage and support 

cycling 



I've always fancied cycling in France and as the Eurostar is my normal access to France, as I live 

conveniently in North London, I would have always assumed I just needed to book and pay for 

a bike space. A ferry would be my only alternative if this dismantling policy remains as I have 

no intention of getting messy fiddling with my bike and risking making it unrideable on arrival. 

We would no longer travel by Eurostar, it would be one step too far in making this journey 

difficult. If you are one person travelling light it might be ok but for a family this would be 

prohibitively complicated. Not having to take the bike apart is the main reason why we choose 

train rather than air. I would also like Eurostar to let you leave as much as possible on the 

bicycle. I have heard they are going to stop letting you leave water bottles etc. on the bike 

which just makes the thing more and more difficult and out of step with what should be a 

perfect match: bike and train. 

We are put off by plane travel with a bike because of the packing palaver. My daughter has 

used the Eurostar more than once with a bike. We will just use the boat instead. 

"I use Eurostar to get to my client in Belgium. I have taken a bike backwards and forwards but 

mostly leave it in Belgium because of the expense. It is not like the price of transporting the 

bikes leaves Eurostar out of pocket! I have already booked Eurostar tickets for e.g. next year 

where I assume I can take my bike as before. 

If they have bought new trains where they cannot get bikes in as before (i.e. without 

dismantling them) then someone has cocked up big time. This has also not been communicated: 

this campaign is the first time I have heard of it. As I said above, I am a regular Eurostar 

passenger; I have spent around Â£3000 travelling with Eurostar in the last 12 months." 

The point about the need to dismantle is that it means I have to carry a bike bag, which cannot 

be done while cycling 

Be realistic if you want our custom 

It's traveller unfriendly. It’s not only influencing bike travellers, but all travellers, coz people 

have to dismantle their bikes at the Eurostar terminal (they need it to get there first), and 

assemble it at their destination terminal, being in the way of everybody else. For some reason I 

don't expect Eurostar to support designated areas to do so. I'd rather rent a car, travel by plane 

or boat. 

It wouldn't surprise me if you dedicated half a wagon to cycle storage it could end up being 

quite busy. 

Taking the wheels off the bike means the gear components have to rest on the floor. They are 

easily damaged in this state, and will spread grease on the floor 

Travelling as a family would be more difficult having to dismantle all bikes and reassemble at 

our destination. The lovely thing about previous journey was that we could pick up our bikes 

and continue our journey. It would be serious hassle to have to reassemble the bikes. 

The new Eurostar bike policy would definitely discourage me from using it again to travel; not 

because I have to disassemble my bike, but because I have to entrust it to their third-party 

freight sub-contractor, who, like airlines, I have no control over once it is in their hands. 

Alternatively, using my hard case bike box severely limits my options on the other side, so at 

present, I would either tour (cycle) from the UK to my start destination, of fly with my hard 

case bike box. 



Had planned to cycle London to Paris but this has now made me change plans 

I have considered Eurostar a more convenient and better way of travelling over other options, 

and travel on Eurostar frequently. This should also be the case if taking a bicycle along when 

travelling. 

Taking our bikes on Eurostar to Paris has been the basis for our use of our bikes in Europe. 

Service at both ends has been excellent. It will be very sad and inconvenient if we have to 

transfer ourselves and our bikes to ferry transport which we will have to if Eurostar goes 

through with the proposed policy of dismantling and boxing our bikes. 

If I have to dismantle my bike i will not consider taking Eurostar on any occasion 

"There is big risk in dis-assembly and re-assembly that could render a bike as a road hazard.  

Also dis-assembly & re-assembly WILL dirty hands and potential clothes, Eurostar will need to 

provide cleaning stations for this to be viable. Also Eurostar would need to provide technician 

assistance where pedals are stuck or cannot be easily dismantled." 

"I read that as a concession Eurostar will permit you to bring your own box. This is so ludicrous 

that it can't be a rumour, If true, they've not thought it through, Bike with a great box to St. 

Pancras through the London traffic on a bike already loaded for holiday. In France or Belgium 

carry the box with you on your tour because you will need it coming back.  

It can't be true! They say that the bike may not even be on the same train. What if one is 

booked on to Amsterdam or towns in Belgium? Does one have to spend a day of holiday 

returning by train to collect ones bike in the hope that it has arrived? How much was this ruling 

made by the British â‚¬star authorities or the French? If the former I might have some hope of 

second thoughts. It is not a regulation but a penalty on cyclists made by people who drive - or 

are driven - in cars." 

We regularly go cycle touring and use Eurostar but the new rules would make this impossible 

for my family 

The ferry does not require this, lets you carry your bike for free and is convenient 

This seems a particularly mean proposal which makes Eurostar a NOGO service for cyclists 

The best about travelling by train is that you don't need to worry about luggage. This policy 

would just make it as painful as it is by plane, so might as well fly then... 

Essentially this would make Eurostar no different from the airlines. I would probably choose to 

travel by air. Boris is right. 

Just that I would certainly think twice about taking that route due to the additional hassle and 

would certainly look at other options, perhaps where travelling with a mixed group. 

The official line that this will help biking travellers is just adding insult to injury. We're daft, but 

we're not that daft. 

It is absurd that cyclists should have to dismantle their bikes to travel on the Eurostar. Will 

Eurotunnel be doing the same and asking motorists to dismantle their vehicles before 

travelling as well? 

I have recently used Eurostar for work and found it so convenient I want to use it to take my 

bike on holidays. 



Given that you now have to pay a considerable extra charge to bring a bike, cost/hassle of 

boxing on top of this is unreasonable 

"We've used Eurostar on a number of occasions specifically because we can travel without 

disassembling our bikes. I can say with 100% certainty that we will not use Eurostar for our 

bike travels with this new policy, as it will be far less convenient. With the new policy, we may 

as well fly (faster, if we have to disassemble anyway), or take a regional train to a ferry 

(avoiding the need to disassemble at all). 

 

If you wish to change the structure to carry more bikes, offer a boxed bike rate of, say, Â£10, 

while keeping the current unboxed option at its existing (indeed, fairly expensive) price. It's 

ridiculous to charge so much and require the bike to be disassembled, it's nearly as expensive 

as the ticket for the person! Many airlines will carry a disassembled bike for free, so the sole 

advantage of Eurostar (i.e. convenience with no disassembly/reassembly time), and the reason 

to pay a premium to do so, goes out the window." 

This seems to be a huge retrograde step & will ultimately dissuade cyclists from traveling on 

Eurostar. If the original system is not broken, please don't fix it! 

In this day and age, where cycling should be encouraged, it is outrageous that Eurostar wants 

to insist that bikes are dismantled before putting them on one of their trains.  I would definitely 

not travel with Eurostar with my bike if this turns out to be the case. 

This proposal is a big backward step. It makes little sense. 

Eurostar presents itself as a green alternative to flying or driving. However if this is actually 

true it should be helping promote other green modes of transport such as cycling. 

I liked it as it was 

Taking our bikes on Eurostar was a seamless journey. My friend and I travelled late summer 

2012 and the cycle through the centre of France wouldn't have been half as easy if we'd had to 

dismantle and reassemble bikes at the start. We did 360 miles in just under 5 days and the 

thought of starting the journey with the bike in parts would have probably been a deal breaker. 

"Travelling by train is one of the few modes of transport where I don't need to disassemble the 

bike. 

 

I've specifically chosen the train over other modes of transport, for the sole purpose of 

transporting my bike. 

 

Please don't change this. The train is a beautiful and romantic form of transport, because it is 

so easy and laid-back to use. Don't make train travel as cumbersome as airline travel." 

This policy would effectively rule out Eurostar as an option for bike touring for me. I don't want 

to have to take unnecessary tools or boxes on a cross-country trip, reassemble my bike or rely 

on untrained staff to safely reassemble my bike. As my bike has a front pannier rack, even with 

the front wheel removed I suspect it would not comfortably fit the boxes. It is disappointing as 



this year has been the first year we've used Eurostar for a bike tour, and now I suspect we will 

only be able to use the ferry in future. 

This is such a retrograde step and totally against all green principles. They should be increasing 

this space. 

Very disappointed with this change in policy. Surely there is a better solution to the obvious 

increase in people travelling with bikes? 

Given the millions that London is spending to make it cycling friendly this is not congruent with 

those goals. 

So in future prams will have to be folded and put into cardboard boxes as many equal the size 

of bikes. 

I think I will definitely consider ferry travel if Eurostar brings in this new regulation 

Please don't ruin this process which works really well as it is and provides great joy to those 

who have used it in the past and who will do so in the future 

I cycled from London to Paris and caught the Eurostar home, this was easy and convenient, but 

if I had to package it up it would create a far more complicated situation, also after cycling 

nonstop for 4-5 days you are tired, packing up your bike is the last thing you want to do! Also, I 

wouldn't feel confident doing it, it would absolutely make me consider an easier way to travel 

with my bike. 

I think this is madness which runs contrary to any Eco travel policies which we should be 

striving for. A total discouragement to people travelling by Eurostar with bike. I was planning 

this doe 2016, will not be able to if required to box my bike. 

Every year I take my bike with me on holiday - mostly in Europe. I have travelled by boat and 

the cargo shuttle bus service until now because Eurostar is too difficult and expensive to 

cyclists. 

This policy does not seem to consider the reality of taking a bike on a train. Most people who 

will be taking a bike on any train do so in order to hop off and use the bike for the onward 

journey. Having to disassemble and reassemble the bike is a huge inconvenience. 

We were planning on a family cycling holiday next year and going by Eurostar. Eurostar is now 

not an option for us. 

In fact the size you wish to pack to is smaller than most effective bike boxes 

I have enjoyed yearly Eurostar trips with my family/children as a tradition since my youngest 

was 6 (she is now 18). Eurostar has become progressively less accessible to us in that time and 

it is sad to think that our family tradition might now have to end due to the chosen priorities of 

those that manage the service. 

I don't understand why I can take my bike from Germany to Spain no problem, but can't just 

hop over the channel with my bike fully assembled. This is nuts. 

Latest policy very retrograde. I have a second home in France and have the choice of traveling 

by plane, Eurostar or car, and if I want to use my bike in France Eurostar is currently very much 

the 3rd choice. 



Maximum size for folding bikes is a clearer policy than the rather vague wheel size criteria 

used by national rail, however, it needs to reflect that cyclists who take folding bikes on their 

trains are unlikely to use Brompton’s and will use slightly larger cycles which are more 

comfortable on long rides. If there is a limit to the size of cycles, there should be a limit on size 

and amount of luggage other passengers bring on. 

I would like to use Eurostar to travel quickly to the south of France then ride back to the UK as 

a holiday. However I see this is not permitted re taking cycles to Avignon.  I thought that 

Eurostar may be moving forward and allowing cycles further afield however I see that they are 

indeed going backwards with their cycling policy. That's a shame. Still, there's plenty of places 

left to go by ferry, so they will be getting my money for the foreseeable future. 

WHY WHY WHY, Eurostar - surely you don't have to do this ?  Shame on you- we are in the 

21st century and need to encourage sustainable forms of transport like cycling and, yes, trains.  

You were doing so well up until this announcement.  Do re-think ! 

It reinforces my negative impression of Eurostar. 

This is a major barrier to people considering an active holiday/trip. It's a very retrograde step 

With such restrictions I would NOT use Eurostar. Ferry or plane will now be better. Eurostar 

needs to get a grip. 

We had to take bikes apart once for SCNF and my family resolved not to do that again 

This is a ridiculous backward step ignoring the increasing use of bikes in both London and Paris 

and contradicting Eurostar so-called green credentials. 

Cycling tourism is a massive industry and only growing. To discourage it by making it more 

difficult to take your bike, effectively rejecting the two wheeled pound, seems like an 

egregious error on the part of Eurostar. 

I simply wouldn't use Eurostar for French cycling holidays 

This is a significant step backwards for Eurostar, next they will be asking wheelchair users to 

disassemble their chair! 

"I have cycled to Paris using Ferry and returned via Eurostar as part of a group.   

 

I plan to do this trip again as an individual.  

 

With this new policy in place I would probably prefer to use a Ferry rather than risk the 

inconvenience of taking my bike apart and (worse) having to put it back late at night, in the 

dark, at St Pancras. 

 

This would certainly be a less environmentally friendly solution as it would involve extra car 

support." 



The policy is crazy. Everywhere, trains and cities are working to accommodate bikes and 

discourage autos. Why would Eurostar go the other way? The future is cycling, so Eurostar 

needs to adapt. 

This is a poor idea if one is riding to & from a station at each end of the journey. 

I would definitely not want to dismantle my bike and my partners.  Having bags and luggage 

too and bikes makes it a difficult enough journey.  This would make it impossible.  It is very poor 

since every train operator across Europe is able to carry bikes without them being dismantled 

for a journey. 

Having to dismantle my bike would put me off 100% from taking my bike on the Eurostar. 

Please reconsider your policies. 

Even Ryan Air don't ask you to take of the wheels and put the bike in a box. 

I am a casual cyclist who would like to have a cycling holiday in France or the Netherlands. I 

would be extremely put off at the thought of disassembling and reassembling my bike. Also, I 

have a back problem that would make it difficult to bend down over a bike. 

Rail companies seem to intent on destroying what has historically been a fruitful intermodal 

relationship and instead are pushing towards reducing cycle capacity in favour of squeezing 

more profits. When will business learn to maintain an equilibrium rather than constantly 

pursuing ever increasing profits? The latter is unsustainable. 

"Previous Eurostar experience was very positive.  

However will not use if I have to dismantle bikes." 

I am shocked and saddened that euro star are stopping cyclists saddened by traveling in to 

Europe as they can now with Bike hangers by making cyclists dismantle bikes they will lose 

thousands of loyal cyclists and customers 

Please do not stop older cyclists like me from staying active by stopping them from coming 

across the channel with bikes 

I would not be able to travel by Eurostar with the new policy as I would be travelling with 2 

children and would struggle to get 3 bikes disassembled and reassembled. 

We should all be encouraging cycling. Eurostar trains are hardly ever oversubscribed - why kill 

most people's opportunity to take cycling holidays in France for the sake of a few more empty 

seats? 

I travel regularly to Avignon and would like to take my bike. This would add an unnecessary 

barrier to this. 

Putting a completely unnecessary burden on your customers to make your life easier is the 

antithesis of providing a service. In fact I don't even see how this is easier. In my experience 

putting the bikes on hangers was really simple for the train staff as well. I can’t see how shifting 

boxes about would be easier. It might however be more lucrative. 

It seems a great shame that a service which I use regularly and much prefer to flying, would 

make it so difficult to carry a bike - as a Eurostar fan and a cyclist, the two modes of transport 

seem a natural fit. 



I find it hard to believe that you are happy to transport cars but want to make it difficult for 

cyclists. The way to a better future is pedestrians and cyclist not cars. 

You might as well just ban bikes - it's effectively the same thing. 

Based on what I've read - including your own website - I am unlikely to use Eurostar for a cycle 

holiday to Belgium/Holland or further. You should put specifics online - pictures of the box, 

size, what the customer needs to do, etc. - so we can make up our minds. When I'm doing a 

three or four day cycle tour, I don't want to take my bike apart and risk problems, you just want 

to get on with things. On my last trip to Belgium, I went by ferry from Dover - obviously takes 

longer but was straightforward, meant I could just get on with it. 

One of the benefits of train should be its compatibility with bike travel. This policy eradicates 

this benefit entirely. Irrational decision at best. 

I have used Eurostar (without bike) regularly 4-6 times per year, but so far not considered it 

with a bike because the procedure looked too inconvenient. I'm planning a bike holiday in 

Germany for next year but would take the Newcastle-Amsterdam ferry (plus trains to 

Newcastle and from Amsterdam) 

The experience last year was fantastic - It was really easy and enabled us to logistically manage 

this part of an unsupported trip from London to Paris. We wouldn't have done the trip without 

it. This facility also means we can go further on the bike without having to think about cycling 

the return leg. Please don't change this! I was considering taking my bike on the Eurostar next 

year to cycle around the champagne region for a weekend but I wouldn't do that if it required 

dismantling. 

We should encourage people to cycle more not discourage them by implementing new policies 

like this one. 

My own bike is a fairly straight-forward hybrid, but my wife has a less standard Dutch-style 

bike, with integrated hub gears, dynamo lights, etc. and I wouldn't be happy taking it apart with 

a view to having to put it back together away from home without access to all my tools.  It 

might be okay but who wants that hassle?  Who wants that risk? 

If travel to Europe again would go on Ferry instead of Eurostar if bike has to be dismantled 

Having done several successful cycle tours using ferries, travelling further afield with Eurostar 

was an option for 2016.  As it stands, the use of bike boxes means Eurostar is no longer an 

option, chiefly because of the hassle and expense of storing boxes whilst we complete our 

cycle tour (not to mention the requirement of doing a circular tour if we wished to collect the 

boxes).  If boxes are a necessity, flying to other destinations becomes much more attractive as 

an alternative, and again, Eurostar has no appeal. 

Please don’t change 

I am planning on travelling to France with my two children via bike next summer. This would 

make my plans impossible unfortunately. 

Travelling with bikes as a family, if it were necessary to reassemble all the bikes on arrival it 

would add considerably to the time required and therefore the additional stress. 

I am a keen cyclist and was considering taking my bike to COP21 in Paris but will now have to 

consider other transport options without my bike 



"The restrictions that have been introduced would lead me to take a ferry instead of using 

Eurostar trains. 

Having travelled by Eurostar before, I have seen how bikes used to load on to the trains, there 

are potential improvements that could be made to make the storage more space efficient 

without resorting to dismantling bikes." 

There is an additional disincentive to traveling by Eurostar with a bike, at least to France, in 

that their carriage conditions are not consistent with those of the TGV and it is almost 

impossible to book a through journey in confidence that you'll be able to take your bike 

I've just cycled London to Istanbul and would love to be able to take my bike to different 

destinations on the continent via Eurostar. I've taken bikes on trains in Switzerland, Germany, 

the Netherlands, Serbia and Bulgaria and they were all very easy and accommodating of 

cyclists. No need to even take panniers off usually. Just wheel the bikes on and sit near them. 

Until Eurostar does the same we'll stick to other options. 

Please don't make it more difficult for cyclists. It's bad enough as it is without you making it 

worse. You wouldn't do it for wheelchairs would you? 

I would definitely not travel by Eurostar with my bike if I had to dismantle it 

I don't have to dismantle my bike to take it on any other trains. Why on Eurostar? Where would 

I store my bike box once I reach the other end of my train journey? Are Eurostar going to look 

after it for me for free until I return? What if I'm not coming back by Eurostar? 

I was dissuaded from travelling on Eurostar when they wouldn't guarantee the bike arriving on 

the same train as me.  Now that it can, I was considering using it for my frequent trips to 

France.  But if I have to disassemble and reassemble my bicycle each trip I might as well carry 

on using planes. 

Dismantling AND re-assembling a bicycle might be viable for someone young and strong but I 

myself, a pensioner, would not be confident (or even able) to do this. 

I cycle a lot in Spain and to be able to go direct from London with a bike would be brilliant 

I have already written to Eurostar describing how this has stopped my retirement plans of 

touring via Eurostar, and that I will be using ferries instead.  Also, that I am very annoyed by 

this plan. 

Carrying those extra tools would add more weight to cycle with. 

Keep the service as it is, it works really well! 

I would be happy to pay more to take a bike in its whole structure than someone who is taking 

a boxed-up dismantled bike. 

I was considering using, Eurostar for a European cycle trip but not anymore. In fact I am now 

put off using Eurostar at all in future. 

I always imagined Eurostar was established for quick and easy travel between Europe. In fact a 

lot of their advertisement campaigns promote this. So if I chose a bike holiday in Europe it 

should quick and easy. Dismantling my bike at a train station is not quick and easy. 

I really wonder what motivates you into an anti-cycling campaign. Do you guys have any 

traumas with bikes or any kind of phobia towards bikes? Otherwise, why to try to make things 



more difficult and unpleasant to people who use your trains? Maybe it is time for the 

governments to take over these services and run them in a more friendly and social way. 

"I was under the impression that there were difficulties carrying bikes on Eurostar. Had I 

known that it had previously been possible to carry complete bikes, I would have used this 

service (instead of the ferry), on a regular basis. Requiring bikes to be boxed for carriage would 

make Eurostar an unattractive option, and I would not use it instead of the ferry. 

 

I am perfectly capable of boxing my bike, but if I am going to the effort of doing that I will be 

flying nearer to my ultimate destination e.g. Southern Spain, Dolomites, and South Africa - not 

using Eurostar." 

My Bike is quite heavy so without the wheels would be difficult to manage the is also the issuer 

of luggage 

I have always planned to use the Eurostar for future cycling tours. Disassembling bikes is a pain 

and I'd rather avoid it. But if I had to I'd then choose a plane as my preferred choice of 

transport. 

I would certainly not consider bringing my bike on Eurostar if I had to dismantle it first. I am 67 

yrs. old and although a keen cyclist would not be able to dismantle or more importantly put it 

back together safely. This new regulation will prevent many people from bringing their bikes 

on Eurostar and is a retrograde step. 

The main problem is cycling with a bike box/bag. Where would I get this bag, how much would 

it cost?) It is a major inconvenience and I don't see how a big bike box would take up less space 

than hanging just the bikes on hooks. France is one of the main cyclist destinations for English 

people and this is just putting us off. Cyclotourism should be encouraged! 

Given the current concerns over air pollution then Eurostar would be well placed to increase 

passenger numbers. If a passenger could easily take a bike on and off the train then I and my 

family would use Eurostar more. I am put off by the current policy and prefer to use the ferry 

where you can take a bike on and off very easily 

Eurostar, you will lose a lot of business 

"I previously dismantled two bikes in St Pancras for a cycle tour around France - It wasn't fun - 

there's no space within the station to do this safely and quietly, Are Eurostar now going to 

provide this space? 

 

As I was planning a two week tour I was carrying some tools with me but I imagine the majority 

of people won't carry a pedal spanner in their tool roll, again are Eurostar going to provide 

tools to re-assemble bikes in the station? 

 

On the flip side of the experience, on the way back from touring we decided to take the bikes 

on fully built and pay the Â£30 per bike (an eye watering sum of money just to hang a bike on a 

train - it cost the same as my seat!)  



The difference was immense - we we're able to just pick up our bikes and ride home with no 

fuss! 

Ultimately I will not take my bike on the Eurostar any more, Â£30 to box my bike and have to 

build/rebuild the bike in train station is not the way I want to start/end my trips - I mean will it 

really save them that much space! (imagine the uproar if cars had to remove their wheels to get 

on a ferry!)" 

The change would require me to carry extra tools to allow me to dismantle my bike.  Also it 

would require me not just to remove the wheels, peddles and handle bars, but also the racks 

and mud guards.  I estimate it would take 1 hour minimum to rebuild the bike after shipping. 

The very act of repeatedly taking the bike apart and putting it back together with inadequate 

tools or work space will increase the possibility of technical failure.  This concerns me so much 

that I am no longer considering using Eurostar next year, and I will be taking different routes 

to/from Europe even though they will take longer and may cost more. 

Priority should lie on passenger safety, train hygiene, and comfort. Not on bullying passengers. 

This summer I tried very hard to work out how to travel to Avignon by train for logistic and 

ecological reasons. In the end I flew to Paris and took the train from there because that was far 

simpler and easier. Eurostar have now made the problem even worse. 

Don't lose the bike hooks: it's what makes your service unique for cycle tourists! 

Travel by bike should be encouraged by all, especially transport companies. A lot of cyclists do 

not own bike boxes which are expensive and take up a lot of space in the house. My preference 

for travel to Europe Is Eurostar because it is easier than flying. However, insisting on bike 

boxes would probably result in me flying instead. 

Look to what the feet companies do - they are so friendly and accommodating. While they're 

not stuck for space they do have to think about bicycles and HGVs in close proximity and they 

solve this very well. 

People with mobility issues are using ebikes in growing numbers. Eurostar's decision fails to 

recognise this. The assistance needs of such passengers have not been considered. 

If they had designated staff at each end to help dismantle my bike I'd travel. Really it should be 

mandatory that train companies have a designated area or carriage to hang or strap bikes 

securely. This is a very simple process that is adhered to by long distance train companies in 

the UK and should be done by Eurostar. A large group of 10-20 of us at work are planning on 

riding in Belgium next year. We certainly won’t be traveling by Eurostar now as was originally 

planned. 

It was a real pleasure travelling back from Paris a couple of years ago. The bikes hung vertically 

and very safe. A fast journey with the peloton reliving our ride from London in the high speed 

bar. Shame if this facility is lost. Bike bags are big and bulky and difficult to transport on the 

back of the bike. Eurostar’s green credentials will take a hammering if it goes ahead. 

This is a real retrograde step for Eurostar it may make people think of travelling by car if they 

can’t take own transport easily on train -if by car they won’t use Eurostar! 

If you are touring on your bike how do you carry a bike box with you? Impossible. London to 

Paris and back on Eurostar is very popular, please consider every one of your passengers 

Eurostar. 



I have taken my bike on Eurostar at least 10 times (20 single journeys). I stopped travelling by 

plane with my bike after damaging it while replacing the pedals. I don't know how I'd get a box 

to the station. I don't know where I'd do this dismantling, it would take at least 30 minutes. I'd 

need to a safe place to take off the pedals. Please bear in mind that when I'm cycle touring I 

have up to six bits of luggage. The service now is fantastic, especially in the UK. 

Why are they changing their bike policy How can we fight this if we do not understand their 

motive.. 

This change in transporting bikes would really affect my future purchase of Eurostar tickets 

The changes are very disappointing in an era of sustainable transport and quite frankly 

backward looking 

I've used Eurostar a number of times with my bike (with a group of friends) because it is the 

best way of taking a bike to France for convenience and at less risk of harm to the bike.  The 

proposals will mean that it will be as inconvenient and difficult as putting the bike on a plane 

which is a backwards step and reduces Eurostar’s advantages over a plane.  It will mean I am 

less likely to use Eurostar in future 

Please reconsider this new policy! 

I have an electric assist bicycle, removing the wheels and pedals to cram them into a box would 

involve a complete strip-down of the bicycle, and the electrics and sensors related to the 

mechanisms. 

Eurostar is a fantastic service.  It would be great to see a constructive solution to this. 

I'm planning a cycle tour to and in the Netherlands summer 2016. I was hoping to take the 

Eurostar as this be the perfect way to travel to Calais/Brussels, but because of the new bike 

policy I am forced to go by ferry, as dismantling my bike is not an option for me. 

I think Eurostar offers a great green way to travel rather than driving, I've only been as a 

passenger no bike so far but have been hoping to take my bike in 2016 and very disappointed 

to hear the news re Eurostar’s wanting to change the rules to reduce access to bikes 

Keep the current system it works even it is a pain to combine passenger and bike travel 

together.... 

It would be much more convenient to have a carriage with bikes racks!!! 

Why the restriction?  If they can be carried now why not continue? 

This new policy is a real pain. I have packed bikes in boxes before and it is very inconvenient to 

have to reassemble the bike at the other end. There is a problem of finding a box for the return 

journey.  Also bikes often do not work as well after being dismantled and reassembled. 

I would be unlikely to use Eurostar again for this service if I had to dismantle my bike 

I was considering taking my bike on Eurostar for a business trip next year, and these new 

restrictions will make me consider alternative travel options more seriously. 

While other train companies in Europe are trying to encourage passengers with bikes, Eurostar 

seem to be going in the wrong direction. Passengers with large suitcases and other large 

objects are not asked to reshape them so why a bicycle should be treated differently. Eurostar 

charge Â£30 each way for a bike but do not charge for large baggage and this is not fair. I was 



looking forward to a cycle trip in France this coming year but will look around for other options 

now. 

If you change your bike policy I will not use Eurostar. You don't ask motorbike users to take 

their bikes apart 

"I love travelling by rail and bike and would definitely use Eurostar if I didn't have to dismantle 

my bike. However, if I did have to dismantle my bike, I would definitely not travel on Eurostar.  

I have travelled on Eurostar without a bike and found the customer service to be excellent. I 

hope that Eurostar can maintain that excellence by listening to the concerns of cyclists and 

continue to allow bikes on board without having to be dismantled." 

Research both here and elsewhere has shown that cycle touring has great economic benefits 

for areas visited. Eurostar's attitude is anti-cycling, anti-green and not in line with 

developments in other European rail companies. This policy, combined with pricing structures 

makes air travel with a bike much more attractive. Eurostar and the communities it serves will 

lose economic benefit. 

I would also need to carry a lot more heavy tools and protective clothing to dismantle my bike. 

This would stop me to use your service 

I use both plane (with bike box) and Eurostar.  If the advantage of not dis-assembling bike on 

Eurostar is removed then I would choose plane. 

Only the most professional cyclists know how to dismantle and reassemble a bike safely. 

Besides, you would be unable to carry a bike in this condition, along with luggage, so would 

have to do it in the station on arrival in order to be able to get anywhere. The policy is 

ridiculous. 

You should also be able to ship bikes in bike boxes on the extended Eurostar to Lyon etc. to 

access the mountains. 

Eurostar boast endlessly about how they are the most climate friendly service to Europe. With 

this new policy they no longer are. Shameful. 

Bikes don't just dismantle; at each process they need to be 'bedded' back in, tyres inflated etc. 

This is a retrograde step which will deter me from using Eurostar 

A bike with the wheels on or off takes up the same space. Looks very much like a policy to 

discourage cyclists. Rather behind the times and silly from a corporate perspective 

"I have taken my bike to and from Europe on several occasions using the ferry and, on one 

occasion, Virgin Express's aircraft, where it was treated as sorts equipment and carried free of 

charge in addition to my baggage allowance (1998). 

 

When traveling with my bike to or from Europe, I have never used Eurostar because of their 

previous policy not to guarantee carriage on the same train. This made booking connections 

impossible. 

 



On my most recent trip, in 2013, I was returning from Holland with an old-style roadster. I 

could not have dismantled the bike myself safely. Instead, I road to Dunkirk and took the 

ferry." 

When there are so many moves to encourage more people to take up cycling, transport with 

bikes should be made as easy as possible. 

Too expensive for bikes 

I wasn't aware it's possible to take a bike on the Eurostar. If I had known that, I would have 

certainly travelled by Eurostar more often, 

It is simply ridiculous to expect cycle riding passengers to disassemble their bikes for the train. 

To any right-thinking person this first appears like a poor April fool's joke, but to find it as a 

new policy of a major rail carrier in the 21st century is simply unbelievable. The policy must 

somehow reflect the prejudiced beliefs of a blinkered Eurostar board member with too much 

influence. 

Having to carry tools and have a bike box would remove the ability to travel lightly with a bike. 

I would also assume that bike boxes would take up much more space than an assembled bike. 

Please do not make this anymore inconvenient as the whole point of bike+train travel is the 

streamlined and environmentally friendly nature of it. If you take away the convenience then it 

destroys the whole point of having a bike as oppose to a car. Please do not do this, the system 

you have already works. 

Because the French rules on bikes are so daft you would see a lot of trade should you make it 

bike friendly. 

If it's just wheels, and peddles then that’s not too bad (although pedals are never that easy to 

take off). Does the stem need to be taken off or loosened as well? This is a pain as you need to 

carry a torque wrench. Do they supply the box or do you have to do this? Own box or bag does 

not work for one way journeys or touring. 

This will stop me from cycling to Paris or in France. It will make using Eurostar a pain and is a 

regressive step. This change should not be introduced. 

Eurostar, are you mad.  Flying is invariably cheaper than Eurostar, if you make it difficult to 

take on bikes people will travel by plane.  I certainly would. 

Please make it easier for your customers to use your service! 

Modern threadless headsets would have to be readjusted after having to twist handlebars 

sideways.  This is better done in a qualified shop rather than the middle of a train terminal. 

If I couldn't take my bike I wouldn't travel with Eurostar I'd get the ferry. 

I just would not travel by Eurostar with their current bike policy. I want easy hassle free travel, 

and I don’t find dismantling and re-mantling my bike hassle free or convenient. 

"If I had to dismantle my bike before bringing onto the train then I just wouldn't use Eurostar. 

Perhaps the intention is to discourage cyclists from using Eurostar altogether, but if you do 

want cyclists to use Eurostar it needs to be as easy as the alternatives. As well as the ferries, 

there are several airlines which allow you to take bikes in the hold undismantled (but inside a 

box or bike bag).  



http://www.theguardian.com/environment/bike-blog/2012/jul/31/airline-bike-friendly 

 

So by having more stringent rules than most airlines, I cannot see why any cyclist would use 

them. Incidentally I have also taken snowboards and surfboards on Eurostar, and those are 

much bigger than my bike." 

I am coming up to retirement and expect to spend much more time touring on my cycle. This 

policy will ensure that I never travel with Eurostar irrespective of whether I have a cycle with 

me. 

Bikes and trains are a natural and convenient way of travel that we use as a matter of routine.  I 

don’t want to carry a toolkit and spend ages dismantling and assembling my bike.  Also I can’t 

carry it with my luggage when it’s dismantled as I am a small middle-aged woman.  This option 

is only practicable for strong people. 

Very poor decision on behalf of Eurostar 

This is very disappointing. I am planning a ride to Paris for several people next summer and was 

counting on taking the Eurostar back. May need to rethink that. 

I am planning to travel to France next summer and take my bicycle with me. With this new 

cycle restriction Eurostar is imposing I will surely look for another means of transport for both 

me and my bicycle to get there. Very disappointed with Eurostar! 

I would definitely consider taking my bike across the Channel with Eurostar but not if I have to 

dismantle it and put it in a box. If I have to provide my own box - how do I get it to the terminal? 

If Eurostar provide them - will there be enough and will they protect my bike. 

It is very disappointing that Eurostar should have taken such blatantly biased view of cyclists 

and cycling. I urge them to reconsider their position to accommodate and encourage the 

integration of cycling and rail transportation 

"I have brought over my bike from Brussels when I moved to London.  

A year after we decided to cycle to Belgium, a fun trip and as a result seeing our family. 

Practical issues didn't allow us to cycle a return trip so we took - very conveniently- the 

Eurostar.  

When we move back to Belgium in a couple of years I will definitely bring back my bicycle as 

well." 

This is a ridiculous decision at a time when cycling us becoming popular. 

Making bike owners dismantle their bikes is a terrible idea. If the conditions are implemented, I 

would be forced to use the ferry, although I love Eurostar and travel on it regularly. 

"This change is unacceptable because it requires you to be competent in dismantling your bike 

- I am not - car drivers don't have to be competent in car maintenance to use the tunnel service. 

It means allowing a lot of extra time to ensure you can get your bike sorted before you leave.” 

I have in the past travelled with Eurostar because it allowed me to carry a large suitcase (which 

I couldn't do with EasyJet). If I had to disassemble my bike, I may as well take the plane... 



I would get my hands dirty if had to dismantle the bike, increasing the risk of getting the train 

dirty too. 

The whole premise of the convenient and quick train & cycle experience is built around ride on, 

ride off. If boxing / packing a bike is necessary this falls apart. I'd prefer to fly or drive instead if 

this is a requirement. 

This seems a pity - a retrograde step in fact. 

I have spent countless hours trying to find ways to travel on Eurostar with my bike in a 

convenient way but have not been successful.  I would use Eurostar about 4 or 5 times a year if 

there was a way. 

This is a stupid idea - you should embrace bikes - bikes and trains go together like strawberries 

and cream. It's a short-sighted and idiotic policy. Have you ever tried to remove pedals from a 

bike? 

Having to remove pedals is one thing, and not particularly difficult, but to remove wheels is 

beyond what the airlines require.  I have mudguards on my bikes.  They would definitely be 

damaged, and then to put the wheels next to the frame would risk damaging that.  No, this 

would absolutely discourage me from putting the bike on Eurostar.  I strongly suspect that this 

is what the policy change is designed to do.  Back to the ferry or the bike bus. 

My bicycle has a dynamo in the front wheel that powers the headlamp. I'm not an electrician, 

and the wheel is fairly securely attached.  I wouldn't know how to get it off, and even after that 

I worry I'd ruin the wiring! 

Your new bike policy is very disappointing. Bicycles and trains are made for one another, but 

the requirement to disassemble bikes just makes it not worthwhile. I'd probably consider 

driving or a ferry. 

Low carbon travel is my option. If Eurostar don't support then I’ll consider holidays by ferry 

instead 

Very disappointed that a top company like Eurostar are making it more difficult to take cycles 

Using bike boxes for rail seems restrictive when it should be simple 

"This is shamefully bloody awful that you want me to take my bike to pieces!!!???? WTF??? 

 

It's almost as if you are doing this to actively DISCOURAGE people taking their bikes on the 

train. People do not have to take their cars to pieces to get them into ever decreasing spaces, 

why the hell should I? 

 

I will never travel with Eurostar again unless I am able to take my bike in one piece, leave it in 

one piece and collect it in one piece. AND I SHALL DO EVERYTHING IN MY POWER TO LET 

AS MANY PEOPLE KNOW ABOUT THESE SHAMEFUL REQUIREMENTS 

 

What a load of old rubbish!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!" 



I have travelled many times by Eurostar and I generally like their service. I will now no longer 

be traveling with them with or without a bike. Promoting green transport choices is an 

important part of corporate responsibility. I will be using other carrier that take this more 

seriously. 

The new policy is actively preventing people travelling with their bicycles, insane considering 

the growth in cycling as a leisure activity and the convenience and climate-change friendly 

option of travelling by train to pursue this. Very disappointing. 

"Going with my bike from London to Paris and then taking it on a night train to Nice was very 

convenient. I used the bike to make the connection from Gare du Nord to Gare d'Austerlitz. If I 

had to disassemble, I would need to do this at the crowded station at St Pancras, then 

reassemble it inside Gare du Nord. The bike is not just some piece of luggage, but my mode of 

transport to get to and from stations. If this option is taken away, I'd prefer flying instead, so at 

least I can go nonstop and don't have to mess around with tools en route. 

 

I wish that Thalys and ICE trains would also allow to check in a bike the way that Eurostar 

currently does. Please please please keep it going." 

There MUST be a more common sense solution that meets the needs of your customers. 

It's a backwards step - don't do this! Encouraging people to bring their bikes on Eurostar will 

have positive effects for Britain and France. 

Travelling by and with a bike should be encouraged; not discouraged. 

Were I to do a London to Paris charity ride where on earth would I keep the box whilst cycling? 

On my back! What a nonsense. 

Main disadvantage of dismantling a bike before travel is a) the time it would take and b) you'd 

end up very dirty 

I am 25. This summer I used Eurostar with my bicycle on my first cycle touring holiday through 

France. It was very easy. I would like to do this again but if bicycles have to be disassembled I 

would definitely not use Eurostar. 

What a stupid idea - this doesn't happen in Europe on any other times - they don’t understand 

cycling - really poor and discriminating against cyclists 

Please consider the question from the riders' perspective, not your own. 

Cycling is hugely popular all over Europe and growing in popularity in the UK. The Eurostar is 

the most sustainable way to travel to and from the UK for cyclists and I believe Eurostar should 

be making it easier, not harder, for cyclists to travel. For sustainability reasons I would not fly 

or take a ferry so Eurostar is my only option. I would be forced to hire a safely constructed bike 

in Europe rather than travel with my own high-quality bike. I consider the proposal to stop fully 

assembled bikes being taken on Eurostar a serious restriction that would definitely see the 

number of cyclists using Eurostar drop. 

I want Eurostar to keep the option to have fully assembled bikes. It encourages train use, 

discourages cheaper airfare and promotes the image of healthy eco-conscious travel. I have 

travelled with Eurostar 3 times with my fully assembled bike and I love the service 



This is ridiculous new rule. These measures are not required on other train services, so why is it 

now required on Eurostar? 

By requiring removal of parts such as pedals you are putting cyclists at risk, as well as creating 

potential delays 

Often people tour in groups - limited number of spaces and complexities in booking bikes on 

the train make this a needlessly difficult task. There are thousands of people who I believe 

would consider regularly using the Eurostar for travel to Europe if this was appropriately 

incentivised. 

Such a backward step, and a real shame! It was perfect to take to Paris for 24 hours, and we 

can ride down to St. Pancras too for the early train. 

"When I worked in Germany for six months I went to and fro by ferry because I needed to have 

my bike at both ends of the journey. And I needed to be certain when I booked my tickets that 

there was space for my bike. When you book train tickets with  

Virgin East Coast you click a box to say you want to book a bike space. If there is no availability 

it tells you so which means you can choose a different service until you do get a bike space too. 

If Eurostar had this arrangement and enabled people to cycle up to the train (as Virgin East 

Coast does) will all your cycle-specific luggage attached to your bike so you simply load it at the 

start of your journey and unload it at your destination, I would go to mainland Europe with 

Eurostar many times a year. The latest changes make it even less likely I will do this." 

My bike has some older parts, which make taking it apart tricky and difficult. Travelling with a 

bike previously on Eurostar was dead easy. I take the Eurostar four or five times a year to 

Brussels: please reconsider. 

The last time I took a Eurostar there was ample room for 'shopping' and general luggage, but I 

am surprised how prohibitive taking a bike is, especially considering the current and growing 

popularity of cycling. I would sooner take an alternative means of transport if Eurostar 

continues with these policies, especially considering the price is equivalent and sometimes 

more expensive than flying for example. 

Stop discrimination whether direct or indirect 

Get the cyclists to respect the road users 

"Dear Eurostar, I really appreciate your service as it is a convenient way to travel to the rest of 

Europe from the UK. I'd like to travel to France with my bike next time, together with my 

friends. If we cannot take the Eurostar we will consider airplanes, but surely this won't add up 

to your business. We're not all bicycle mechanicals, in fact nobody in my group is, and so to 

cycle safely we need our bikes entirely assembled as ready to use. Please would you kindly 

consider equality in your service delivery and accommodate more than a handful of people's 

preferences? 

With much appreciation and keen anticipation, 

Laura-Adelina Vaduvescu." 

As cycling gets more popular you'd be mad to make it harder to travel with a bike, surely? 

What is the rationale for the new policy? The message seems to be that you want to be 

unfriendly to towards cyclists, does that somehow increase your profits? 



I am considering a tour of central Europe next year for my holiday and was banking on the 

Eurostar to be able to do this. 

The only reason to choose Eurostar over the plan was so I could wheel my bike on and off the 

train without having to reassemble it.  If this rule is put in place I will travel by plane from now 

on. 

Even for the most careful person, it is very easy to cross-thread pedals on a lightweight bike.  

Changing them repeatedly is not worth the risk. 

Massive step backwards. 

I think this survey is such a no-brainer. Are Eurostar serious? Would they dare say suggest 

people repack their luggage in a box? This is so blatantly designed to get rid of cyclists - they 

KNOW such a procedure is time-consuming, requires knowledge/skill and worse against 

health and safety i.e. wrong reassembly or issues of obstruction/overcrowding created by 

passengers undertaking this procedure. This WILL reduce passenger traffic (I suppose ES do 

not need the money /custom?). I thought railways and cycles shared a mutual partnership i.e. 

GREEN travel. Well I hope ES do not dare run a future PR campaign against other competitors 

claiming their green advantage, Very poor misdirected policy. 

The combination of train and bike is an ideal alternative to travel.   These two modes of 

transport should work more closely together - with potentially great benefits for both.   It is 

narrow minded not to.   Eurostar should be introducing greater incentives to cyclists, rather 

than reducing them! 

Your current bicycle policy is already complex and expensive, and the changes you propose will 

definitely make me think of other alternatives to travel 

I regularly travel to France and Spain to cycle and I currently fly.  This is a pain and expensive.  

Using the Eurostar would be much better if I could simply ride to Kings Cross and hop on the 

train with a rucksack.  I’m happy to put my bike in a bike bag for a plane but makes zero sense 

for a train.  Please think this through again! 

This is just awful! I will never travel Eurostar with my bike again (which is probably what they 

want!) 

Just more reason to fly - cheaper and easier with a bike. Loses a bit of the romance though. 

I hope this doesn't mean I would have to buy a bike box 

I love travelling by Eurostar and I love cycling. This policy will make me rethink my spring 2016 

plans to cycle to France. I will not take my bike on the Eurostar if I will be forced to dismantle it. 

I had been hoping to go on a cycling holiday with my wife using Eurostar as we live in London 

but now we will have to think of another way to go about it. Probably driving which is a great 

shame as we won't be able to travel in the way we'd hoped. 

"If Eurostar impose these new restrictions on bicycle cartage then I seek other means of travel 

to Europe. It is a real shame as the system as it stands is excellent, sensible and in keeping with 

where we are in Britain and mainland Europe with regards to cycling. 

 



One of the main reasons for choosing Eurostar is its smaller environmental impact which is 

exactly why I and many other people cycle." 

Very disappointed that Eurostar would take such a retrograde step. It would prevent me 

traveling by Eurostar either with or without my bike 

I had been planning a cycling holiday for next summer. If it goes ahead, we will now be going by 

ferry, as neither of us want to start trying to dismantle our bikes and risk them not going back 

together properly when you're nowhere near an English speaking bike shop. 

It would be tedious and for many time-consuming. 

The train was low hassle for travel with bicycles. Who carries a bike box with them to box bikes 

up for a train leg of adventure? I don't like this new program. 

"The cages were a great system, plus being able to drop them off night before you travelled 

made things a lot easier. 

 

However removing wheels and peddles will prove to be a pain and I will than likely travel to 

continent by Ferry or use the Euro Tunnel Service.  

 

I have travelled by plane with my bike and the benefit was that I was given 30kg of luggage 

allowance plus I knew the destinations I would be traveling to would have all the tools I would 

need to reassemble my bike" 

There's an old saying - if it works, leave it alone. Don't mess with a good system. 

We were thinking of a cycling holiday in France next summer, at least 6 of us, possibly eight, 

and of course we would have preferred to go via Eurostar.  If these rules still apply when we 

seriously think about booking everything we'll have to look into alternatives (i.e. ferry or 

plane).  Since these other ways aren't are fun and provide their own hassles it may be a case 

that we abandon the France idea altogether, maybe choosing to have our cycling holiday in the 

UK.  But hey, one bright side of Eurostar's new rules could be to ensure more people holiday at 

home, boosting the UK's economy at the expense of their own bottom line.  Now that's decent 

of them. 

I am a member of a 1,000-strong triathlon club (Clapham Chasers) whose members have 

regularly cycled in France, using Eurostar. This is a regressive step. 

Public transport should be part of an integrated package of transport options including 

facilitating travel by bike. It should offer the option to cyclists to take their bike on the train 

with as little hassle as possible. 

My main bike has disk brakes. Golden rule is do not touch brakes whilst wheels off but this 

would be almost inevitable when packing. 

You should be encouraging people to travel in this healthy and environmentally friendly way 

not making it more difficult. 

It’s a mixed bag on Eurostar. Very much depends on the staff at each end and how they 

interpret the rules. 



The days of guards vans which could accommodate any number of bikes alongside bulky 

luggage etc. were wonderful. Would it be impossible to return to a modified version of that? 

I would not consider removing the pedals on my bike while 'on the road' I would not expect to 

have the right tools with me and even if they were loaned to me would not feel confident about 

undoing them and getting them set up 100% correctly again. I would not want to remove the 

wheels unnecessarily, particularly the back wheel due to the chain and gears. It can be messy 

and awkward. 

Eurostar should be encouraging people to take their bikes, not deterring them & putting more 

cars on the roads. 

Yes, this is an absolute logistical pain. 

Sounds like an anti-bike prejudice hiding behind an unnecessary reason. 

What is wrong with the Hanging system!!!??? Or have special dedicated carriage/compartment 

See above. 

You should try to make your passengers' journey easier not more difficult. 

It is already difficult cycling now everywhere. Please don't make it more difficult to travel with 

this eco-friendly mode of transport, which i a reason we try to use trains more than planes. 

My daughter, who lives in Paris, has in the past brought her bike over to London with her. If she 

had to dismantle it, she'd travel by other (cheaper!) means. 

Not long ago I took my bike from London to Belfast by rail and ferry. This was very easy. I 

secured it in the carriage in London and in Dublin someone kindly secured it in the carriage for 

me. Surely it should be just as easy to take my bike to Europe? I'm nearly 60 and don't want to 

be dismantling and reassembling the thing at either end of the journey. 

I would never use Eurostar if they insist upon this policy. Firstly for the reasons given above 

and secondly because if I planned it properly I could travel as cheaply and more easily by other 

means. Also I am very used to boycotting unhelpful organizations of all kinds. There is less and 

less decent customer service on Eurostar and I am highly motivated not to use such companies 

"Dismantling a bike and reassembling at a station causes delays and there is the expectation 

that was everyone who travels is a competent bike mechanic. This would clearly not be the 

case. It is not reasonable to expect bike travellers to be mechanics. Knowledge of how to 

disassemble and reassemble is required. 

As a cyclist with 40 years’ experience I know how easy it is to strip a thread on a pedal crank 

arm for example. Pedals spanners are long and heavy so not recommended as part of a touring 

or even casual bike traveller’s toolkit. Most bikes need adjustment of breaks and particularly 

gears on reassembly. Just as every driver cannot reassemble parts of a car after a journey, not 

every cyclist is competent to do this, nor should they be expected to do so. Will you provide 

boxes for bikes and cycle mechanics to assist packing bike and unpacking them? I am sure you 

will not. 

The government is meant to encourage us to take our bikes on trains as this is environmentally 

friendly. Are you upholding this by the change of service you are suggesting? I am sure the 

answer to this question is no.  



Having just rented a house in France, I was actively considering your service with my bike so I 

could travel back to the UK with my bike when I don't need my car there.  

Do you provide bike boxes? If not where is a cyclist expected to obtain one let alone carry it to 

the station on a bike when already carrying other luggage.  

This new policy appears thoughtless and created without the views of cyclist being considered. 

Please advise what you will do to cover the points raised in this communication and ensure 

there is continuity in the service to cyclists?" 

The new bike policy is contra to the concept of integrated end-to-end transport championed 

city mayors and urban planners. 

Pedal spanners are quite heavy and awkward to carry. They aren't essential for long journeys 

so having to carry one just for Eurostar's requirements would be extremely vexing. 

I was planning to do some cycling in Holland in May 2015 with my brother (a vicar), and to take 

the Eurostar to Brussels. Now I cannot be bothered, thanks to this proposed new regulation, 

Eurostar will lose two customers and a considerable measure of goodwill 

Why!?  No other trains on the continent require cyclists to do this. 

I considered cycling the Avenue Verte with my two sons this past half term. In the end we 

decided it was easier to do the Way of the Roses. We postponed our trip to Paris. This 

development may scupper it totally. 

Why would you take this huge step backwards?! You are there to provide a customer service 

which you are choosing not to do because you frankly cannot be bothered. Think on! 

I am planning a trip next spring and was going to use Eurostar but will go by ferry unless 

Eurostar change their plans 

This is a right idiotic policy. Move with the times and get a bike storage train carriage! 

I've cycled to Paris every summer for the last three years and returned home via Eurostar we 

can't do it next year as I can't cycle with to France with a bike box so have no way of getting 

myself and my bicycle home :-( 

The most probable is that I won't go by train if I have to dismantle the bike 

Should be making bike travel easier. Not harder 

This is bonkers! 

French trains are generally brilliant about bike carriage. It is so stupid to make this rule. 

Outrageous.  Why the hell are you foingt iOS in an age when cyclists should be encouraged and 

not excluded??? 

Please can you refrain from changing your bike policy! It makes it so much easier to travel by 

bike if we can put it on fully put together. 

If travelling for short break or holiday, would opt for ferry instead of train if this change was 

brought in. 

Train travel with a bike should be made easier, not harder, in twenty first century 



Robbers at the Gare Du Nord & St Pancras would view cyclists engaged in assembling their 

bikes as an easy target for robbery or pickpocketing. 

I am a frequent traveller on Eurostar and have begun to take my bike in order to improve my 

health and fitness the new proposal for bikes will make me look at other travel options. 

Would you ask car drivers to take apart their cars and put in little box. Most people I know who 

are occasional cyclists, would enjoy cycling in Europe would be completely put off if 

disassembly needed. 

This new policy is a backward step, seeing as people increasingly cycle in cities and would like 

to do the same when abroad. In future will fly, it's cheaper and now more convenient. 

It would be a great shame to have to do this, and would most definitely take away an easy 

aspect of the journey, replacing it with one that would basically prohibit me from taking my 

bike with me. 

Have travelled by ferry before with excellent results and will have no problem using them 

again, if Eurostar retain a regressive policy. 

The possibility of short weekend breaks, particularly 24 hr. trips, is vastly reduced as a result of 

this policy. Not being able to be sure that the bike will travel on the same train, packing and 

unpacking, etc., all make it unlikely I would so such a trip again. 

"Broken down, a bike well packed is about 90cms and could be taken as luggage. There is little 

reason to pay Â£30 if the bike is broken down.  

 

Using the luggage train and paying only makes sense to have an assembled bike at the end 

point. Being fully assembled is the reason for the Â£30. 

 

Bikes well stacked, handlebars to seat, are compact - and the packaging an unfriendly act to 

cyclists and cycling." 

The Eurostar tickets cost a fortune. I cannot believe they are restricting even more the rules. 

I can't think of an easier way to see Europe with a bike than Eurostar but it’s always been so 

difficult to take the bike. 

I wish to carry all that I need with my bike. Having to re assemble a bike after my journey would 

mean I would have to pack my bike in a bag in order to prevent damage! Plus it is not practical 

Travelling by train has an inherent advantage for cyclists as trains go to where you want to be 

(as opposed to ending up at an airport).  On many occasions I have resorted to driving with my 

bike to France because Eurostar make it unworkable in one way or another.  Most cyclists 

would prefer a more environmentally way of travelling to France but feel pushed away.  I think 

Eurostar should be more honest; if they don't want the custom from cyclists then just say so.  If 

they do then listen to the legitimate concerns. 

I have taken the Eurostar with my bike for many holidays in the past, and this new policy would 

definitely make me much less likely to do so again in the future. This is the case for me and 

several other people I know, and I imagine it would be a real disincentive for a huge number of 

other cyclists. 



Took my bike on the Isle of Man ferry recently - bike remained in 1 piece throughout. No 

hassle. Will use ferries to France in future. 

Why would anyone incorporate Eurostar into their tour plan if they had to dismantle their 

bike? This makes the ferry by far the best option. 

I have been planning a European bike trip and intended to use Eurostar but this new policy 

makes it an unattractive option now due to the time and difficulty attached to dismantling my 

bike 

Perhaps most problematic is the requirement to box your bike, because it's really difficult to 

find and carry around a bike box or bag when a bike is your only mode of transport 

It's all about convenience and having to dismantle the bike is anything but convenient!! 

Having just got a touring bike in order to travel more through Europe on bike this proposal is 

awful - we should be encouraging more greener holidays not discouraging them! 

The box sizes suggested /permitted by Eurostar are smaller than most commercial bike boxes 

and would not fit a touring bike! They also don’t provide adequate protection which 

presumable would invalidate insurance.  Definitely would not use the service! 

What idiot was responsible for thinking this up and who were the moron bosses who agreed 

I'll take a normal train, to Dover. Roll on the Deutsche Bahn service. 

It really is a step backwards and not what I would expect from such a company. 

I'd love to take my bike on Eurostar. I cycle in France quite often but because Eurostar has 

always made it so difficult to take a bike I've always travelled some other way. Their policy has 

already lost them a lot of my business 

Been hugely impressed with Eurostar service when travelling with bike - much more 

convenient than competition. Change in policy takes away one of the huge advantages - and 

main differentiating factor - from the competition. 

Recently travelled to Paris, and saw the hanging bikes on hooks. And immediately started to 

plan our next cycling trip abroad. But this new change would mean that I would be unable to 

(do not have a driver’s license) 

U-turn is needed here. Add more space for unaltered bicycles. I was on the Eurostar last week, 

very good service but this is backward and off-putting, and against the very ethos of cleaner 

travel that helps market your trains over air travel. I had hoped to take a bicycle to Provence 

next summer by train, I really hope I still can! 

Bikes and trains should just work. 

I have come from Australia to London and I brought my bike specifically because I knew I could 

Eurostar a few riding weekends away. Now I will just fly to the canaries or Italy 

This change in Eurostar policy has put a spanner (pardon the pun) in my husband & I's travel 

plans for next summer. We moved to the UK from Australia this year and were really looking 

forward to catching the train from London with our bikes and riding in the continent in France, 

Holland, Belgium, Italy & Germany. With this change of policy we will have to re-think our 

travel plans and will probably end up flying. We will then have to work out how to get to and 

from airports with our bikes, as riding to Kings Cross St Pancras and then riding from Gard du 



Nord is much easier than getting to and from any of London's airport and from Charles du 

Gaulle. Very disappointing that Eurostar has a policy that is flying in the face of policies of the 

government and communities that its railway provides a commercial service for. Maybe we 

should have a bicycle blockade and impact their income and then they will think twice about 

such a terrible policy. What's next?!?! No prams? No wheelchairs?!? This is surely the tip of the 

iceberg! 

A complete backward step re making cycling easy and accessible. Thumbs down Eurostar! 

I cycle to Paris from London once a year with friends. And always rely on the Eurostar to bring 

us home. I would not be able to do that as I would not have a box on the other end today was it 

in! 

You need to encourage not discourage. This new policy restriction is ridiculously backward. 

My issue is about being able to take my regular road bike on any of the Eurostar routes. I am 

happy to put it in a box, though I would love it if I could just hang it up if I was going for a 

weekend in Paris, or something like that. People choose Eurostar because it's convenient and 

good for the environment, but the new policies will mean more people will fly and/or not travel 

with their bike. 

Dismantling, finding and purchasing a box, boxing, reassembling - each one is an obstruction 

and will make it progressively less likely that I would use the service 

Please do the right thing and make travelling with bikes easy 

They are rubbish with musical instruments as well, I don't think they believe in making the 

customer's journey easier 

This does not feel like progress. If this new condition is applied, I will fly. 

We should promote the use of the train as more effective and sustainable. That includes 

offering solutions to the different range of users 

"I am an experienced cyclist and have travelled with my bike fairly extensively.  When I reach a 

destination I want to be able to load up my bike and leave.  I do not wish to have to try and 

rebuild it.  I have panniers and would not wish to carry a bike too, bikes were made to carry 

their own weight - that's why they have wheels!!!! 

 

Also... where would be the space to rebuild.  On the platform where everyone is getting on and 

off the train.  This would encourage a rush job with all the potential dangers that come with it. 

 

As a proposal it seems ill thought through, likely to cause stress and inconvenience apart from 

being potentially dangerous" 

The new policy would mean a lot of time to reassemble the bike before being able to cycle off. 

On my bike tyres need to be deflated and brakes undone to remove wheels. This would stop 

being able to hop on bike and cycle across Paris for a quick connection, as I have done 

previously. 



I can see absolutely no argument that would convince me that the new cycle policy is a good 

idea - neither with economic nor ethical nor environmental concerns in mind. The argument 

that travellers can carry more shopping is frankly ridiculous. 

I would love to take my family plus bikes to the South of France on the direct summer route to 

Avignon. But there is absolutely no way this would be possible if we had to dismantle and 

reassemble all five bikes. I would have no idea where to start. 

Eurostar's policy makes it harder to travel by bike. This has been super easy encouraging me to 

take trips to Belgium and northern France, especially to watch bike races. This was easy when 

the bike could be taken 'naked'. If I have to disassemble it and take packaging and tools this will 

make it harder and I will look to alternative options such as driving. 

Nothing was wrong with the old service, why fix it? 

"Why should I take the train when I cannot take my bike along in one piece?  

Ryanair is cheaper and faster... 

 

How will I get the box and the bicycle from and to the station? If this involves a car, I can also 

just use drive the whole way and don't need a train.  

 

Will wheelchairs have to be disassembled and put into a box, too?" 

This seems really foolhardy and not well thought through from Eurostar.  If domestic trains can 

offer space for bikes, why not Eurostar?  Bizarre. 

Trains and bikes are the most sustainable forms of transport - one of the main reasons the 

tunnel was made to use trains instead of cars, and why many travellers support Eurostar over 

flying.  Having to dissemble bikes will put off 80% of cyclists, and make Eurostar look 

unsustainable to everyone, cyclists and not.  Make a reasonable charge by all means, but don't 

make it so difficult. 

If I have to pack my bike in a box/bag, I might as well fly. 

We should be ENCOURAGING environmentally friendly transport!  How stupid is this policy 

that actively discourages it? 

I love travelling by Eurostar, and would want to take my bike, but I don't think I would do it of 

you change the policy. 

I have travelled by Eurostar many times and twice with my bike, and loved the convenience of 

being able to collect my bike and cycle home in London.  If I had to dismantle it would put me 

off going to France with my bike. 

Dismantling and reassembling a bike on a busy platform will take up room and cause 

congestion. I normally travel in a group of 5 and having all the group carrying out this out 

would cause serious disruption and inconvenience. 

Tried flying to Europe once. I had to disassemble and reassemble then. Never again. Use the 

ferry now and either hire a car or take a French train. 



I would travel by air 

Surely fewer cyclists will travel with Eurostar if this new policy is implemented. Bikes in boxes 

will also take up more space than bikes not in boxes. 

Why not have space for a fixed number of fully assembled bikes on each train available on a 

first come first served basis? 

Why do this, or at least why do this without properly communication of the reasoning? 

It was great to be able to cycle to Paris and then get the train home. Eurostar's new policy 

blocks this. 

I have in the past removed the wheels to put my bike in a bag when travelling on the Eurostar, 

but agree it is more convenient when I have taken the bike on whole. 

If Eurostar had a bicycle workshop, like they do in NZ airports, at both ends that would be 

fantastic.  Maybe Eurostar could supply/recycle the boxes and have a bike mechanic to hand. 

"I have flown my bike to many destinations and that does necessarily involve some dismantling 

and packing for flight - perhaps understandable.  However, on most past flights I've not paid a 

surcharge for the bike. 

 

The idea of train travel is the convenience of cycling to a station, loading up bikes and people 

and then arriving on continent ready to ride.  It seems ridiculous that one of the natural 

partners for a cycling trip - a train - should make the transport difficulties & cost more than 

flying." 

I Have A folding bike that packed down small enough to not take up more room or cause any 

more inconvenience than a normal suitcase but even though there is an increase in concern 

about keeping fit and being carbon neutral and not wasting fuel such as petrol we still are not 

encouraged or made to feel welcome when traveling with our bicycles on train and public 

transport! 

It is clear that Eurostar don't won't people to travel with bikes on their trains and are doing 

their best to discourage them. 

I can't fathom your reasoning... you are a transport utility not a shopping partner. 

If you implement, I will take ferry with the bike or travel by plane for hiking holidays. That 

would be a shame though. 

My friend recently returned from Paris with his bike on Eurostar. He said what a great service 

it was to just put the bike on the train and pick it up at St Pancras. If this is withdrawn, there is 

no way he or I would travel by Eurostar with a bike. 

What a real shame - one of the main reasons to get Eurostar was that you don't have to faff 

about with checking in and out like a plane. Might as well just fly now :( 

Very opposed. New policy would be contrary to Green principles - discouraging bicycle use. I 

am prepared to contact my MP & MEP to express my concerns. 

Reading the requirement, I am not sure that my bike would fix into a box / bag of the 

dimensions listed.  I then have the issue of what to do with the bag at the other side and this 



would pretty much make me not use the currently excellent Eurostar service for my next ride 

in Europe. 

Eurostar are the pits- France is full of tgv trains which carry bikes with not hassle - they are just 

playing bully boys because they have a monopoly. I had planned to do a big tour next year but 

using the folder it will be a bit difficult - so I might take the ferry to Calais instead. It will also be 

cheaper anyway because again their prices are twice the rate of continental trains. I have 

never had to pay for my bike on the tgv trains in France either. 

It would be frustrating to have to carry a heavy pedal spanner on the trip - these tend to be 

longer handled to provide torque as pedals often get seized up.  Also while many wheels are 

quick release, they are often an expensive component so the need to carry a double wheel bag, 

which is not small, would also be a hindrance. 

I would travel by Eurostar much more often if they had a better bike policy - as it is it is too 

expensive, but requiring people to dismantle is madness. I have a very complex bike and to 

disassemble taking off both wheels is a complicated and lengthy process. I would not risk my 

safety - thus if this policy comes into force I'll no longer travel by Eurostar for my frequent 

European cycling trips. 

This is a retrograde step and very disappointing. It will only damage Eurostar's reputation and 

sales of tickets. 

I'm a frequent traveller on Eurostar and often take my bike on UK rail. Bike and Train between 

international city centres should be a great combination but I fear Eurostar is turning into a bit 

of a dinosaur. The cycle issue seems symptomatic of a wider inflexibility and a weakness in 

responding imaginatively to current and future customer needs. This is a fabulous European 

transport asset and St Pancras is now a magnificent UK hub. The Eurostar brand risks 

becoming the weak link - Eurostar please get your act together! 

I am not going to risk arriving in France with a bike I cannot use because of damage to the pedal 

threads in removing them. I would sooner take a train to Dover and go over on the boat. 

Trains and bikes are the perfect partners. Don't throw a spanner in the works 

It appears that Eurostar is being run for the benefits of the staff not their customers. 

The issue about dismantling is the need to carry a bike bag or box which then needs to be 

stored at the destination, which in turn forces the trip to be circular returning to the same 

point to collect the bike box. This removes the biggest advantage of going by train!!! 

Please rethink this policy. In these times, bike riding should be encouraged, not penalised. 

Cycling and rail combine to form a highly sustainable transport alternative to high carbon 

modes of travel such as car + ferry.  Eurostar are doing their reputation no favours by deterring 

cyclists from their service. 

I believe it would be largely the same people who prefer eco-friendly transport such as trains 

who also do bike holidays. 

"This is Eurostar CSR: We want to empower everyone “our passengers, our teams and our local 

community’s “to take action and engage with the environment. 

 



Letting bikes on board and promoting this as part of their CSR would be the way forward 

instead making it more difficult for people." 

I have travelled with Eurostar several times and have always been impressed but their 

reliability and efficiency. The previous bicycle policy was sane and welcoming towards cyclists 

and I am certain that it encouraged many cyclists to travel with their bikes with Eurostar. Why 

this shift? 

Don't change! 

I have previously cycled in Europe after using the Eurostar, and this was very practical.  My 

bike is my primary mode of transport, and is used in conjunction with trains. I have recently 

emigrated to Paris from Manchester, and was planning on using the Eurostar with my bike for 

regular trips across the channel. This will no longer be feasible for me, as the design of my bike 

makes the new regulations impractical. As such my partner and I, as well as family members 

planning on visiting me in Paris, will now use alternative travel options. 

It just seems ridiculous. It's not thinking about the customer but their own convenience 

Trains will need to cater for more bikes in future, not less. 

As a bike mechanic is am fully confident in my ability to dismantle a bike, but the inconvenience 

of carrying the correct tools and sourcing a box would massively discourage me from travelling 

with euro star 

I think in this day and age it's outrageous to expect people to dismantle their bikes to travel on 

a train.  Car drivers aren't expected to dismantle anything.  Are you classing us as second class 

citizens? 

Too old - 80+, but have taken bike many times by train within the UK 

The new bike policy means I can no longer travel with my bike on Eurostar, as I'm not 

comfortable or confident with dismantling my bike. It’s a great shame as the previous policy 

(bike put on train normally) was convenient and it worked well. 

It's just elitism and anti-bike 

Being able to simply roll your bike to be taken onto the train was very easy. I will not use 

Eurostar any more if I have to dismantle my bike. 

These are the most sophisticated and longest passenger trains in the country and I believe 

Eurostar are even introducing new trains now - yet they can't find room for a few bicycles?  The 

little commuter trains in Kent - or for that matter, the Javelins, do a better job than our flagship 

international services?  I guess if this happens, I will be taking the ferry.  Might just be room for 

a bike on there. 

This would simply make it impossible for me to travel on Eurostar with my bike. Please note 

that Eurostar is my usual mode of transport to Europe! 

I would probably not bother cycling to France rather than travel back by Ferry or Plane, the 

current service is fantastic and safer, Eurostar runs the risk of causing more damage to 

disassembled bikes than the current way they are transported 

The new policy is not customer-friendly.  Why can't Eurostar see how unhelpful, anti-

ecological and narrow-minded their policy is? 



I have travelled to Vienna by bike & train and the service was excellent and easy, just hang your 

bike and go. I would not hesitate using such a service again. But dismantling a bike? Not 

everyone is a mechanic and I would not be confident to reassemble it. 

Would go by boat instead. 

There would be a lot of people like me taking good ages and ages to reassemble their bikes. It 

isn't practical. 

I take a laden touring bike on camping trips. Eurostar have informed me that apart from pedals 

and wheels, pannier racks also have to be removed. This would be impossible. 

Very ill thought through. Please reconsider 

I am more concerned about the effect on inward cycle tourism to the UK.  Despite horrible 

roads, people are still very keen to come here to tour the countryside by bike.  They are already 

likely to drive here, yet we are on the cusp of a new National Cycleway potentially being 

authorised by government which would connect St Pancras to Manchester and Leeds with 

connections to the NCN and e.g. the Trans Pennine Trail.  As a matter of urgency, this decision 

should be reversed as it is clearly not joined up with the general cycle proofing ethos otherwise 

gradually spreading through at least the more enlightened sectors of the government and 

British establishment. 

"How can this be fair to a growing numbers of customers who embrace cycling tourism?! 

I have recently started doing long distances and was considering cycling across France using 

Eurostar; this would definitely impact my decision making and reconsider my view of Eurostar 

and its values..." 

More availability to carry bikes. Without booking in advance is the way to go 

Changing the existing policy will be a huge step backwards and will change my perception of 

Eurostar (I am a frequent customer). And will most definitely consider other was to travel 

It would be the introduction of the requirement for a bike back/box that would be most 

problematic. Please don't do this...it will just push more customers to the airlines! 

I wouldn't have to disassemble my motorcycle or car (I drive both) If I chose to travel through 

the tunnel. If this policy goes ahead, I will only travel by sea ferry in future, whatever mode of 

transport I decide to take with me! 

I travel with friends on cycling trips through France.  Being able to easily carry bikes on trains 

not only between London and Paris but onwards by TGV means we can be self-sufficient with 

no need to carry a bike box or all the attendant tools.  This is a big step backwards for Eurostar, 

the decision should be reversed immediately. 

Dismantling the bike would put people’s lives and safety at risk. This is big draw back for 

cyclists. Eurostar should be embracing green energy commuters, not penalizing them. Eurostar 

please reconsider it. 

I'm French and travel often back to France. With this new policy I’ll switch to a competitor 

when I'm taking my bike with me. 

I won't transport my bicycle by air because of the cost and effort involved in meeting the 

airlines' requirements for preparing and packaging bicycles for shipping by air and if Eurostar 



were to introduce similar requirements then I would refuse to use their service. Eurostar has a 

perfectly good service currently for carrying bicycles in safety and security and I see no 

compelling reasons for them to change the current arrangements 

 


